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ABSTRACT

The airborne nature of wireless transmission offers a potential target for attackers to compromise IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). In this dissertation, we explore the
current WLAN security threats and their corresponding defense solutions. In our study, we divide
WLAN vulnerabilities into two aspects, client, and administrator. The client-side vulnerability
investigation is based on examining the Evil Twin Attack (ETA) while our administrator side research targets Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2). Three novel techniques have been presented
to detect ETA. The detection methods are based on (1) creating a secure connection to a remote
server to detect the change of gateway’s public IP address by switching from one Access Point
(AP) to another. (2) Monitoring multiple Wi-Fi channels in a random order looking for specific
data packets sent by the remote server. (3) Merging the previous solutions into one universal ETA
detection method using Virtual Wireless Clients (VWCs). On the other hand, we present a new
vulnerability that allows an attacker to force the victim’s smartphone to consume data through
the cellular network by starting the data download on the victim’s cell phone without the victim’s
permission. A new scheme has been developed to speed up the active dictionary attack intensity
on WPA2 based on two novel ideas. First, the scheme connects multiple VWCs to the AP at
the same time-each VWC has its own spoofed MAC address. Second, each of the VWCs could
try many passphrases using single wireless session. Furthermore, we present a new technique to
avoid bandwidth limitation imposed by Wi-Fi hotspots. The proposed method creates multiple
VWCs to access the WLAN. The combination of the individual bandwidth of each VWC results
in an increase of the total bandwidth gained by the attacker. All proposal techniques have been
implemented and evaluated in real-life scenarios.
Keywords– Wi-Fi Security; Virtual Wireless Client; Wi-Fi Traffic Shaping; Evil Twin
Attack, Wireless Protected Access
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Problem Statement/Motivation

Nowadays, 802.11-based wireless local area networks are everywhere [1]. Enterprise
WLAN market share is expected to grow to 21.10 Billion USD by 2021 when the market share in
2016 was 5.53 Billion USD [2]. This growth was driven by the advent of the Internet of Things
(IoT). Also, people rely on the wireless network in their daily life bases, shopping online and paying bills to name a few. These features make Wi-Fi networks an attractive target for intruders to
compromise wireless client information [3][4].
Network Administration Side

Client Side
APX

Other Servers
Firewall
Switch

WCs

Gateway
Internet
Internet

APy

DNS

DHCP

Figure 1.1: Typical WLAN diagram were Wireless clients (WCs) connect to the Internet through
Access Points (APs). DHCP and DNS servers are used to assign network configuration and resolve
domain names, respectively. The network administrator may add other servers to the network based
on the WLAN design, for example, Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) server.
Gateway is used to route network traffic to the Internet while firewall is used to protect the WLAN
from the Internet.

In this dissertation, we inspect the current WLAN security challenges and their solutions.
We divided the WLAN network into two parts, client and network administration as shown in figure 1.1. The division is based on which part of the network being attacked. For the client’s side,
1

we analyzed Evil Twin Attack (ETA), a popular attack on open Wi-Fi networks. Furthermore, we
propose new data consumption attack on mobile wireless clients. While, on the network administrator side, we improved an online dictionary attack on the current wireless security protocol suite,
Wireless Protected Access (WPA2). In addition, we introduce a new attack on the wireless traffic
shaping imposed by the network administrator.

1.2

Evil Twin Attack

Wireless networks provide connectivity to the Internet for smart phones, mobile PCs and
tablets. The growth and use of wireless devices has increased data traffic on cellular networks
[5]. Some businesses such as coffee shops, fast food restaurants and airports offer free Wi-Fi
services to their clients. Besides offloading data traffic from cellular networks [6], the use of
Wi-Fi provides a fast and budget friendly alternative to a wireless client (WC) when it comes to
accessing the Internet [7]. However, for ease of access, these Wi-Fi networks provide no security
in terms of authentication or encryption. When a WC wants to access a Wi-Fi network, she must
agree to the “Public Wi-Fi Access Terms and Conditions” in which the Wi-Fi provider assumes no
responsibility for the security/privacy of the WC’s information [8].
Insecure Wi-Fi networks provide a tempting environment for attackers to initiate many
attacks, one of them is called Evil Twin Attack (ETA) as illustrated in Figure 1.2. ETA refers to a
Wi-Fi rogue access point (RAP) impersonating a legitimate access point (LAP) to eavesdrop WC’s
Wi-Fi data [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Since a Wi-Fi network can only be recognized by its SSID and MAC
address, the attacker can set up an RAP with the same SSID of the LAP. Furthermore, the attacker’s
RAP may have better and more powerful signal than the LAP, which will lure the WC to connect
to it first [12].
After the WC connects to the RAP, the attacker can snoop on the WC’s data traffic and/or
launch man-in-the-middle attack (MIMA). For example, using ETA, an attacker can infer mobile

2

keystroke by detecting the change in the channel state information when the wireless client moves
her hand and fingers. Mobile keystroke can be recognized even the the WC is using HTTPS.

(a) Evil twin attack using single ISP gateway. The attacker pass through WC data to the Internet using LAP.

(b) Evil twin attack using different ISP gateways.The attacker uses her own mobile data connection (4G-LTE) to pass
through WC data to the Internet.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of ETA scenarios. The RAP can successfully lure WC connecting to it
instead of the LAP when it provides stronger/better signal to those WCs.

3

Another example, SSL strip attack [13] that force the WC to use HTTP instead of HTTPS.
Furthermore, DNS spoofing attack [14] where the WC receives incorrect IP address when requesting a certain domain. This results in directing the WC to visit malicious website rather than the
actual website.
Once the WC is connected to the RAP, the attacker have two options to direct WC’s data
traffic to the Internet. First, the attacker can use another Wi-Fi interface card and connect to the
LAP as a rogue wireless client (RWC). The attacker use the RWC to pass the WC traffic to the
Internet. Both LAP and RAP use the same ISP gateway as shown in Figure 1.2a. Hence, we call
this attack option as ETA using single ISP gateway.
The attacker has another option to avoid connecting to the LAP. Due to the increase in
Internet access speed of mobile broadband connections, such as 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE)
or WiMAX, the attacker can use her own cellular broadband link to connect the WC to the Internet
[9, 11]. In this scenario, the attacker is placed between the RAP and her broadband connection as
illustrated in Figure 1.2b. We call this attack option as ETA using different ISP gateways.

1.3

Mobile Data Consumption Attack

Cell phones are becoming a necessary piece of equipment in our lives. In 2016, there were
seven billion active cellular telephone subscriptions worldwide with three and half billion cell
phones that have a subscription to access the Internet [15]. To reduce congestion on the cellular
network, most cell phone ISP carriers throttle customer data after exceeding a certain data limit or
impose a monthly limit data cap.
On the other hand, as a complimentary service, coffee shops, fast food restaurants, and airports provide free Wi-Fi network access to their customers. These open access networks provide
budget-friendly Internet access which helps offload data traffic from the cellular network [6][16].
However, for their ease of access, these types of networks are insecure in terms of lacking authenti-
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cation and encryption. Instead, when the customer first accesses the Wi-Fi network, he or she must
agree to the Public Wi-Fi Terms and Conditions, where the ISP provider claims no responsibility
for the customer information security/privacy [8].
The absence of wireless security in open access Wi-Fi networks provides tempting environments for attackers [17][18][19][10]. An Evil Twin Attack (ETA) can be initiated by an attacker
to impersonate the role of a legitimate Wi-Fi access point (illustrated in Figure 1.2). Such an impersonation is simple since an open Wi-Fi network can only be recognized by its MAC address
and Service Set Identifier (SSID). Furthermore, the attacker’s fake access point (AP) may provide
a better and more powerful signal to the victim in which case it will cause the victim to connect
to the attacker’s network instead of the legitimate network. Such a switch is automatic and can
happen without the victim’s intervention [12].
After the victim connects to the attacker’s AP, the attacker can snoop the victim’s wireless
data and apply a Man In The Middle Attacks (MIMA). For example, DNS spoofing attack [18] is
a popular MIMA that allows the attacker to response to DNS query coming from the victim. The
attack can redirect the victim web browser to a malicious website rather than the legitimate one by
sending her a wrong IP address.

1.4

Wireless Protected Accesses II

WLAN’s security evolved over three major stages throughout its road to protect wireless
clients. First, Wireless Equivalent Privacy (WEP), is the first security protocol used to protect
IEEE 802.11 WLAN [20][21]. Although WEP uses Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4) stream cipher to encrypt wireless data, the size of initializing vector (IV) used was small, which led to IV conflict.
Furthermore, the master keys are directly used to encrypt data with no key management. Researchers have demonstrated ways to break the security in WEP in less than a minute [22]. These
variabilities led to the emergence of the second stage security standard of Wi-Fi Protected Access
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(WPA). WPA was created to support legacy wireless devices and at the same time to patch WEP
defects[23]. The current and the third WLAN security stage accomplished by introducing WPA2.
The design of WPA2 was not limited by the hardware constraints like WPA. WPA2 uses AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and CCMP (Counter Mode CBC-MAC Protocol) by default, which
provides stronger encryption than WPA[20][23].
Both WPA and WPA2 have two modes of operation. The first mode is the Pre-shared
key (PSK) or personal mode, which is designated for small office/home office (SOHO) wireless
networks. An access point (AP) will use only one pass-phrase (8 to 63 characters in length) to
authenticate wireless clients. Each client should use the same exact passphrase stored in AP to
pass the authentication process successfully. If a WLAN’s administrator wants to change the passphrase, he needs to change the pass-phrase in all wireless clients and APs. For WLANs in large
cooperations, changing the passphrase on all wireless clients and APs is not practical[24].
The second mode, also called Enterprise mode, needs administrators to set up a dedicated
Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) server. Each user will have a unique username and password to be authenticated by the RADIUS server. After the authentication process
completes successfully, the AP will receive a random key from the RADIUS server to protect the
wireless communication[24].
Dictionary pass-phrase attack is one of the common attacks on WPA2-PSK[20]. Since
PSK will be the primary key to protect WLAN, the attacker will try to guess the passphrase used to
generate PSK. This attack can be done by capturing the initial WPA2-PSK handshaking between
a legitimate wireless client and the AP. After capturing the handshaking frames, the attacker will
use offline dictionary word guessing software to recover the passphrase.
On the other hand, most attacks on WPA-II enterprise are based on man in the middle attack
(MIMA) [25][26][27]. The attacker positions herself between the WC and the AS to capture the
WC credentials. However, using a digital certificate on the RADIUS server side with the proper
configuration on the WC side prevents most of these attacks [27]. In this case, the attacker can
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initiate an active brute force attack to gain access to the wireless network. The downside of such
an attack is the very low-level password guessing speed, which makes such a brute-force attack
little threat to the wireless network.

1.5

Wireless Traffic Shaping

Staying connected to the Internet has become a priority in our daily routines. At the same
time, the increase in Internet data traffic, due to the widespread of high-definition multimedia, has
pushed us to search for high-speed Internet access [28]. Clients can use cellular service to have
high-speed Internet access through their mobile data connection. Although mobile broadband is
convenient, it is also expensive and may fluctuate based on the wireless coverage area. On the other
hand, businesses such as fast-food restaurants, coffee shops, hotels, and airports, may provide complementarity Internet access to their clients through the use of Wi-Fi hotspots. Using these Wi-Fi
hotspots to access the Internet offers a budget-friendly alternative to mobile data connection [16].
Wi-Fi hotspots allow clients to simultaneously connect different wireless devices to the
Internet [6]. However, network administrators may impose wireless bandwidth limitations on the
wireless devices accessing the Internet through these Wi-Fi hotspots [29][30][31]. Each wireless
device will be assigned a certain download and upload speed to access the Internet. The reason
behind these limitations is to prevent customers from abusing the complimentary Internet service,
to provide fair bandwidth allocation, and to make the customer pay to have a faster Internet connection.
Different commercial software are available to increase the client Internet connection speed.
For example, an increase in the Internet downloading speed can be achieved by initiating different connections simultaneously to the same file on the Internet [32][33]. The summation of all
connection’s speed will result in a faster file download speed. However, bandwidth limitations
are implemented at the data link and network layer which make it difficult for these tools to take
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advantage of the multiple data connections. The bandwidth controller will detect that all of these
connections are initiated from one single wireless client and thus reduce the speed of all the connections to a single one.
However, an attacker may circumvent the traffic shaping policy applied by the wireless
network administrators by using virtual wireless clients technique. Although the virtual wireless
clients technique was developed to improve the wireless network performance and privacy [34], in
our work, it is used as a tool to attack wireless network infrastructure [35][36].

1.6

Contributions

This dissertation addresses the current WLAN vulnerabilities. Our investigation targeted
vulnerabilities on the wireless client and the network administration side.
First, in [17] we presented a novel detection method to deal with the second type of ETA
(ETA using different gateway). The technique detects whether or not different gateways are used
by multiple APs in one hotspot location that has the same SSID. As far as we know, each hotspot
will always use the same gateway for Internet access no matter how many legitimate APs have been
set up in the same hotspot [37]. The detection method is a secure client-side approach that does
not rely on any support from hotspot networks or dedicated servers. In addition, no training data
or authorized trusted AP list would be used in the ETA detection. Finally, our detection method
was implemented and evaluated in a real-life environment.
Second, in [18] we focused on the ETA using single ISP gateway. We proposed a real-time
procedure ETA detection that examines all nearby access points (APs) in a parallel manner. At the
end of the detection process, each AP marked as either LAP or RAP. The proposed ETA detection
monitors multiple Wi-Fi channels in a random order looking for particular wireless frames. These
frames are sent from a dedicated public server on the Internet. By capturing these particular wireless frames, WC can detect the RAP instantaneously. Our ETA detection is a client-side solution,
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that is more appropriate than the network administrator side solutions [9][10] because it allows
the WC to guarantee her security without any assistance from network administrators. Also, the
WC does not need to have any information about the Wi-Fi network configuration or any training
data or Wi-Fi network fingerprint as required by other solutions [8][38][39]. Finally, our detection technique effectiveness was mathematically modeled, prototyped and evaluated in a real-life
environment.
Third, in [40] we present a novel detection method to detect both types of ETA simultaneously. Basically speaking, the detection technique modifies the previous detection methods and
merge them into one comprehensive ETA detection using virtual wireless clients (VWCs). Using
one wireless interface card, WC creates two VWCs to detect both ETA scenarios simultaneously.
Each VWC is responsible for identifying one ETA type. This yield one complete solution to prevent ETA. The system was implemented and tested using off the shelf devices.
Fourth, in [41] we introduce a new vulnerability that depletes customer mobile data quota.
The attack targets customers that use free open Wi-Fi networks instead of their cellular data connection. Using different types of man in the middle attacks, an attacker may trigger the wireless
client to download large data from the Internet using her own cellular data connection. Our proposed attack was implemented and evaluated in a real-life environment.
Fifth, in the administrator side vulnerabilities analysis, we presented a new scheme to apply
online dictionary attack on WPA2-PSK [42]. To our knowledge, all the available implementations
of the dictionary passphrase attack on WPA2-PSK are offline based attacks, and they will fail if
there is no legitimate wireless client connected to the AP or in the process of connecting to the AP.
In this scenario, all offline brute force implementation will not work since they will need the initial
WPA2-PSK four-way handshaking frames between the AP and a legitimate wireless client. On the
other hand, an online dictionary attack can still work under this scenario. We present two novel
techniques to speed up the online dictionary attack process. First, we create parallel virtual wireless
clients (VWC) simultaneously authenticating to an AP. Each VWC emulates a standalone wireless
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client. Second, we enable each VWC to guess the PSK multiple times within a single wireless
session. Each VWC keeps guessing the WPA2 passphrase until it receives a de-authentication
frame from the AP. Finally, our online dictionary attack was implemented and evaluated in a reallife environment using different off-the-shelf wireless APs. Our technique showed that it could
speed up the password guessing process by 100-fold compared to the traditional online single
client attack.
Sixth, we expand the novel technique in [42] to speed up the active dictionary attack process on WPA2-enterprise [36]. By using only one wireless interface card, we can create many
parallel virtual wireless clients (VWCs) simultaneously authenticating to a RADIUS server. Each
VWC emulates a standalone wireless client, and hence, increasing the attacker’s active dictionary
attacking power. Although by default, an authentication server, such as RADIUS server, may delay
rejection response to slow down the online dictionary attack [43][44], using VWC technique lowered the impact of such a protection feature. The delay time imposed by the RADIUS server will
be utilized by the attacker to start a new connection, and test other passwords. Finally, our active
dictionary attack has been implemented and evaluated in a real-life environment using different
off-the-shelf wireless APs and one of the most popular RADIUS servers. Our technique showed
that it could speed up the password guessing speed by 1700% compared to the traditional single
wireless client attack.
Finally, in [45], we introduce a network vulnerability to avoid Wi-Fi hotspot bandwidth
limitation by using multiple Virtual Wireless Clients (VWCs). Using only one wireless network
interface card, an attacker can create multiple virtual wireless clients. Each VWC emulates a
standalone wireless device. The VWCs start multiple connections to a remote file on the Internet.
The bandwidth allocated to each VWC is separate from other VWCs which allows the attacker to
overload the hotspot using only one physical wireless interface card. The proposed technique was
implemented and evaluated in real-life scenarios using off the shelf devices.
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1.7

Dissertation Organization

The dissertation organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the related works for both sides,
client and administrator, which include previous ETA detections, mobile data consumption attack,
WPA-II vulnerabilities and wireless traffic shaping techniques. In chapter 3 we presented several
intuitive solutions and showed why they are not effective in ETA detection. We also show the
design of the new detection method for both ETA using single ISP gateway and ETA using different
ISP gateway. Data consumption attack is presented in Chapter 4. While in chapter 5 we explain
how WPA2 works and introduce the design of the new online parallel dictionary attack on both
WPA2-PSK and WPA-2 enterprise. In chapter 6 we illustrate a novel technique to by pass wireless
traffic shaping controller. Finally, the conclusion and future works will be present in the chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

WLAN is the most popular wireless network for clients to access Internet [46]. Through the
past years, WLAN increased its potentials to accommodate the growth of bandwidth demands [47].
However, since the invention of WLAN by the IEEE 802.11 committee, securing Wi-Fi networks
is considered by researchers as an ongoing challenge [48]. In this section, we examine closely
multiple attacks on WLAN. The first attack is Evil Twin Attack that can be implemented on open
Wi-Fi networks. Second, we introduce a new attack on mobile users that force data consumption.
On the other hand, we illustrate a parallel active dictionary attack that can be carried out on WPA2.
Finally, a unique attack is presented to circumvent wireless traffic shaping controller.

2.1

Evil Twin Attack

ETA in wireless networks is a threat that can transfer the privilege from a legitimate wireless
network administrator to an attacker to become the gateway of a wireless client (victim). In this
scenario, all the wireless traffic from the victim will pass through the attacker node. At this point,
the attacker can apply the desired man in the middle attack (MIMA) to exploit any vulnerability
that can leak information about the victim. MIMA in this situation will be hard to detect since
the victim will be on a separate wireless network (attacker wireless network) than the legitimate
wireless network.
The detection of ETA was under the spotlight for many years. Researchers have been
investigating detection methods that can alert the wireless network administrator or client about
the presence of this type of attack. However, most ETA detection methods are bound to work in
particular environments. In [7], researchers divided ETA detection into three different categories:
protocol modification, hardware fingerprinting and non-hardware identification. On the other hand,
[9][10] divide ETA detection into two groups: comparing data traffic at different locations of the
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Wi-Fi network with a known authorized list, and checking if the source of the data traffic is coming
from a wireless or a wired network.
Table 2.1: Acronyms

Acronym

Definition

Acronym

Definition

ETA

Evil twin attack

LWC

Legitimate wireless client

WC

Wireless client

WIC

Wireless interface card

AS

Authentication server

VWC

Virtual wireless client

AP

Access point

RAS

Rogue authentication server

ISP

Internet service provider

WR

Wireless router

LAP

Legitimate access point

EAP

Extension authentication protocol

RAP

Rogue access point

RWC

Rogue wireless client

WS

Pd

Detection probability

RADIUS

Pm

Detection missing probability

D

WC switching time between APs

N

Number of wireless channels

k

Attacker dis/connect from/to LAP

RTT

Round trip time

PIS

Public information server

EAPoL

EAP over lan
Wireless sessions
Remote Auth. Dial-In User Service

In this dissertation, we classify ETA detection into two main categories: network administrative, and client detection side. In network administrative side ETA detection, the network administrator is responsible for detecting and/or assisting the WC to detect ETA. Since the network
administrator has all the information about the Wi-Fi network, she can have a list of fingerprints
of all devices constructing the Wi-Fi network. While in the client side ETA detection, the wireless
client is the one responsible for detecting ETA without any help from the network administrators.
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In the first category, administrators are the one responsible for ensuring wireless client protection from ETA. Administrators scan the airwaves and match between APs found transmitting
nearby with an authenticated APs list that has been previously created on the administrator side.
Each AP should have a fingerprint that can be used to identify itself. A fingerprint is any information that can be used to distinguish a single device or a group of devices from one another. For
example, AP hardware and location can be used as a fingerprint [9].
The strength of this type of protection depends on the fingerprint used to recognize the
AP. For example, if the location is the fingerprint of an AP, this kind of detection may trigger a
false positive alert of a potential ETA if there is a nearby AP that transmitting in close range to the
authenticated APs [10]. Also, an attacker may change the rogue AP characteristics to match the
ligament AP. For instance, the attacker can change the MAC address of a rogue AP to one of the
authenticated APs. Researchers were investigating different types of fingerprints that can be used
to distinguish one AP from another. In [38], AP clock skew was used as a fingerprint. Using clock
skew as a fingerprint was further improved by [39]. However, without having an authorized AP
list beforehand, this ETA detection fail.
Furthermore, the network administrative side detection adds more cost to the Wi-Fi network
construction. The Network operator may have to install wireless sensors and collect traffic data at
the switch/router to be compared with the available fingerprint authorized list. Another key point
in this type of detection, is that the WC still unaware of the level of protection, (if any) that a
specific Wi-Fi network is using against ETA. To sum up, administrative side ETA detections are
limited, expensive and not available in many scenarios [9].
The second category of ETA detection methods is user side detection. This type of detection is preferable than the administrator side detection since the wireless clients will ensure their
protection against ETA. One of the detecting method techniques that fall into this type of category
[9] propose that by measuring the travel time of packets between the wireless client and a nearby
server, the wireless clients can detect the presence of ETA. This is because when an attacker uses
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the rogue AP to pass through wireless client data, there will be an extra wireless hop between the
wireless client and the legitimate AP. This extra wireless hop will add more time compared to the
direct connection between the wireless client and the legitimate AP.
However, this method assumes that the attacker will use the legitimate wireless network
gateway to pass through client data traffic. This detection will fail especially when the attacker
uses faster Internet connection compared to the legitimate wireless network. In this scenario, the
attacker can delay the response time of the propagating packets between the server and the wireless
client to match the propagation time of the packets passing through the legitimate AP. In addition,
this method suffers from wireless signal strength fluctuations and the data traffic load on the APs
that may vary the response time between the wireless client and the server [9].
Another ETA detection method that belongs to the second category and can be used to
detect different gateway is traceroute command ETA detection method [49]. In this detection
method, traceroute command will be used to find route information between the wireless client
and a random remote server. In the beginning, the wireless client connects to any AP and use
the traceroute command to find the route information between himself and any remote server.
Then, the wireless client switches to another AP and use traceroute command to record the route
information between herself and the same remote server used by the first AP. Using two different
APs for the same wireless network should return the same route information [11].
Nevertheless, this type of detection may fail since network administrators may configure
network firewall to drop these traceroute packets for security purposes [50]. Also, an attacker can
easily pass traceroute ETA detection method by simply monitoring the wireless data traffic. This
monitoring is possible because traceroute uses the unencrypted ICMP protocol to gather route
information between the wireless client and the remote server. An attacker can capture traceroute
results sent to the wireless client using the legitimate wireless network. After that, the attacker
can send these results to the wireless client using the rogue wireless network. This give the same
route information for both gateways which will pass ETA detection method without triggering any
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alarm.
On the other hand, a wireless client can set up a VPN connection through the wireless
hotspot. In this case, all the traffic between the wireless client and the hotspot will be encrypted.
However, VPN is not available for all users and have numerous points of failure [51].
Finally, Open WiFiHop [52] is a WC-based ETA detection that listens to different Wi-Fi
channels looking for watermarked packets. We address the vulnerabilities found in Open WiFiHop
and present our ETA detection solution in section 3.2.

2.2

Mobile Data Consumption Attack

A mobile data consumption attack can drain a victim’s data cap in a short period of time.
Such an attack can prevent the victim from accessing the Internet after reaching his or her monthly
allocated data limit, which leads to denial of service. If the victim does not have a data cap, he or
she will be continuously charged for the data used by the attack. Also, keeping the mobile device
transmitting/receiving data results in battery power consumption.
Stealth spam attacks can abuse the fact that many connections that are formed do not tell
the network that they are closing [53]. Thus an attacker can use a connection made by the victim
that the network still thinks is open, even though the phone had closed it. The attacker can then
send data over this connection as a spam attack, which consumes the victim’s data.
Other similar attacks are introduced in [54]. The first is the cloak-and-dagger spamming
attack where the victim’s data is consumed by either spoofing the victim’s IP address and using
data as the victim, or by sending an MMS message which opens up a connection to spam the victim
over, using up the victim’s data. The second attack in [54] is the hit-but-no-touch attack where data
packets are sent to the victim with a shortened time-to-live value. The packets then pass through a
mobile network’s billing system, but never make it to the victim, thus invisibly using the victim’s
data.
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Mobile billing vulnerability based on TCP packet re-transmission is presented in [10].
Many mobile service providers, such as AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile, and Sprint, bill customers
based on the total amount of data traffic that has been sent and received to the Internet, including
retransmitted data packets. An attacker can force the victim to consume more data by increasing
the number of TCP data packets retransmitted.
The attacker sends a text message to the victim with a link to a malicious server. When the
victim opens the link, a TCP connection between the victim’s cell phone and the remote server will
be established. The connection is based on TCP protocol, and thus it can keep forcing the victim to
retransmit TCP packets. TCP packet retransmission can be initiated when three acknowledgment
packets were received to the same TCP sequence number or by the timeout of the TCP connection.
A similar attack on a mobile billing system is when the attacker sends a spoofed IP packet
to an external server [55]. The remote server uses the victim’s spoofed IP address to start a network
connection to the victim’s cell phone. The remote server then sends a large amount of data to the
mobile network that will be directed to the victim cell phone.
All the previous attacks targeted victims that use a private IP address. The impact of these
attacks can be intensified when the victim is using a public IP address [56]. With the spread of
IPv6, cell phone devices will have direct access to the Internet. In this situation, the attacker can
directly send data packets to the victim that deplete cell phone data quota.
In this dissertation, we present a new attack that exploits the inaccuracy of mobile network
billing systems.

2.3

Wireless Protected Access II

Following the vulnerabilities found in WEP, Wi-Fi Protected Access I (WPA-I) and WiFi Protected Access II (WPA-II) were introduced [57]. WPA-I is used to provide a temporary
solution to legacy wireless devices, and WPA-II is the current standard security protocol for 802.11
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wireless networks. In publications, WPA-II is also referred to as robust security network (RSN)
or IEEE 802.11i-2004 [58]. WPA-II deployments can be different between Small Office / Home
Office (SOHO) and enterprise wireless network. WPA-II Pre-shared key (PSK) is used in SOHO
where only one passphrase is used to protect the wireless traffic. However, in WPA-II enterprise,
each wireless client has her username and password to protect their wireless traffic. Network
administrator sets up an authentication server (AS), such as Remote Authentication Dial-In User
Service (RADIUS), to authenticate each wireless client.
WPA2-PSK uses state of the art AES/CCMP to protect wireless client data. PSK length
is 256 bits or 64 octets represented as a hex number. However, since it is more convenient for
users to remember ASCII keys than hex numbers, users will use a pass-phrase that consist of 8 to
63 characters. The pass-phrase then mapped to PSK. This mapping drops the security of WPA2PSK to about 2.5 bits per character [59][48]. Pass-phrase less than 20 characters are vulnerable to
dictionary attack.
The most feasible technique to bypass WPA2-PSK security is by recovering the pass-phrase
from the four-way handshaking communication. Most of the available implementation are based
on the offline dictionary attack against the four-way handshake. Attacks on WPA2-PSK are categorized into two parts, offline and online.
For the offline attack, Aircrack-ng [60] software suite is one of the most popular software used to brute force PSK using dictionary word list. First, the four-way handshaking must
be captured between legitimate wireless client willing to connect to the AP. Capturing the fourway handshaking can be accomplished by using the Airodump-ng software. If the wireless client
already connected to the AP then, the attacker can use Aireplay-ng which force the wireless to
de-authenticate and start the four-way handshake again [61].
After the attacker capture the four-way handshake, Aircrack-ng software start the offline
dictionary passphrase guessing attack to recover the passphrase. Other offline software can speed
up the offline pass-phrase guessing attack by using GPU like Hashcat [62] software.
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All the previous attacks will fail if there is no legitimate wireless client willing to connect
to the AP. Furthermore, even if there is an already connected wireless client, if the network is
protected using 802.11W [63], the attacker will not be able to de-authenticate the connected clients.
In contrast, our proposed technique is not based on the condition of having a legitimate wireless
client.
For the online attack, Wi-Fi Alliance introduced Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS), which is an
optional feature to help wireless clients connect to the WLAN with ease, while providing protection
at the same time [64]. One of the methods used by WPS to authenticate a user is by asking her to
enter an eight-digit PIN number written on the back of the AP. Knowing the PIN will reveal the
passphrase used to drive the WPA2-PSK keys. However, due to poor design of WPS, using Reaver
[65] software, the attacker can apply an online brute force attack and recover the PIN without
having a legitimate wireless client present.
Since WPS is an optional feature, an AP may not support it. Also, some manufacturers
limit the number of times a wireless client can enter a wrong PIN number. If the wireless client
exceeded that limit, the WPS method would be locked for a certain amount of time. Both of these
cases limit the attack on WPS. On the other hand, our proposed technique is not affected by the
availability of WPS. Furthermore, WPA2-PSK is not limited by the number of times a wireless
client can enter an incorrect passphrase.
For enterprise WLAN, network administrator avoid using WPA2-PSK since she doesn’t
have control on each WC interdependently. For example, in WPA2-PSK, to revoke the access of a
particular WC to the WLAN, the network administrator has to change the PSK on all APs. Also,
she has to update the new PSK on all other WCs. Furthermore, WPA2-enterprise support different
methods of WC authentications which used to generate the encryption master key.
IEEE 802.11i enterprise consists of two main parts: the AS, such as RADIUS server, and
the authenticator, which is the AP. When the WC, also called supplicant, wants to access the
WLAN, she should be authenticated first by the AS. The communication between the AS and the
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WC pass through the AP. Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is used to define the authentication method between the AP and the AS. EAP and its authentication method will be encapsulated
in the RADIUS protocol between the AS and the AP. On the other hand, between the AP and the
WC, EAP and its authentication method is sent using EAP over IEEE 802 protocol, which is known
as “EAP over LAN” or EAPOL [58].

Figure 2.1: Typical MITM attack on WPA-II enterprise

After the authentication phase finishes successfully, both the WC and the AP generate a
random Pair Master Key (PMK). At this point, 4-way handshaking procedure starts between the
WC and the AP only. Both of the WC and AP will use PMK to generate Pair Temporary Key (PTK)
which is used to protect the four-way handshaking communication and the WC data. Finally, a
Group Transient Key (GTK) is generated by the AP and sent to the WC to protect the wireless
broadcast traffic [58].
802.11 enterprise WLAN depends on the 4-way handshake and 802.1x protocol to secure
WC data. This WPA2 type should not be confused with 802.11 personal, where WLAN depends
only on the 4-way handshake to authenticate WC traffic [58]. We divided the attacks on WPA-II
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enterprise into two main categories: MITM attacks [25][26][27][66][67][68] and denials of service
attacks (DOS)[69][42].
In the first category, an attacker sets up a rogue AP (RAP) and a rogue AS (RAS) as shown
in figure 2.1. The RAP impersonates the legitimate AP (LAP) by broadcasting the same WLAN
SSID. This attack can also be refer to as Evil Twin attack [27][17]. the WC may connect first to
the RAP when it offers better signal than the LAP.
When the WC connects to the RAP first, she will be authenticated using the RAS. At the
same time, the attacker can start connecting to the LAP and be authenticated to the LAS using the
WC credentials. After successfully capturing the WC credentials, the attacker can turn off the RAP
allowing the WC to connect to the LAP. This is the basic implementation behind most MIMA on
IEEE 802.11i.
Most of the MIMA succeed only when the WC has misconfiguration that is exploited by an
attacker. For example, authentication protocols such as EAP - Tunneled Transport Layer Security
(TTLS) and Protected EAP (PEAP) allows the WC to check the AS digital certificate [17]. In [27]
the attacker took advantage of the WC not checking the Common Name (CN) string of the digital
certificate offered by the AS to have successful MITM attack. The attack would fail if the WC
checks and rejects the RAP digital certificate [27].
Another successful type of MITM attacks is when the attacker makes the WC use a less
secure EAP authentication protocol. For example, in [26] the attacker’s RAS authenticated the
WC using Light EAP protocol, which is a less secure protocol compared to both EAP-TTLS and
PEAP. This attack will fail if the WC only used EAP-TTLS or PEAP as the main authentication
methods with proper AS digital certificate checking [27][70].
DOS is the second category of attacks on WPA-II enterprise. Although this type of attack
does not compromise the WC credentials, it will prevent her from accessing the WLAN. In both
[69] and [42] the attacker sent crafted EAP frames to prevent the WC from successfully completing
the authenticated phase. This type of attack is out off the scope of this dissertation.
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The current proposal used the same concept in [35] to apply the attack on WPA-II enterprise. Such an attack is important when others attacks such MITM is not feasible.

2.4

Circumventing Wireless Traffic Shaping

A high-speed connection is an attractive option when it comes to accessing the Internet.
One of the convenient methods to connect to the Internet is to use the cellular data connection. The
client can also use her mobile as a Wi-Fi hotspot and share the data connection with other users.
However, most cellular companies charge a lot of money when it comes to accessing the Internet; while other cellular companies even limit the amount of data being downloaded or uploaded
to/from the Internet.
On the other hand, businesses such as fast food restaurants, coffee shops, hotels, and airports may provide complimentary connection to the Internet through public Wi-Fi hotspots. These
public Wi-Fi hotspots may impose traffic shaping to limit the bandwidth of their wireless clients.
Such a limitation features can be freely available in many commercial wireless devices through
Guest Wi-Fi option [71][72].
Wireless clients can use different techniques to increase the Internet connection speed.
For example, the wireless client throughput can be increased by using UDP-based Data Transfer
Protocol (UDT) [73]. The UDT technique employs UDP protocol to transfer files instead of using
TCP protocol. The removal of the connection-oriented protocol overhead will reduce the amount
of control traffic and increase the actual data traffic. However, the connection will be still throttled
by the bandwidth limiter since the protocol does not change the physical and logical address of the
wireless client. Furthermore, UDT is designed to be used with high-speed networks.
Another method that can be used by the wireless client is to employ a commercial software
such as Internet Download Manager (IDM) [33]. IDM accelerates the file transfer up to five times
by initiating multiple connections to the same file on the Internet [32]. Each connection starts from
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different parts of the file. The total download speed equals to the summation of all the connection’s
speeds to the file. However, this technique is also limited by the bandwidth controller since the
wireless client can still be identified by her IP and MAC address.
Increasing the Internet connection speed can be also achieved when the wireless client
uses both, the mobile data and the Wi-Fi hotspot connections simultaneously. In [74], clients can
combine both Internet connections using a proxy server. Data request will be sent to a proxy server
that is used to load balance the download/upload speeds between the two network connections on
the wireless client. However, this technique uses the mobile data connection, and it also limited by
the speed of the hotspot bandwidth limiter.
In this dissertation, we present an attack to bypass the bandwidth limitation used in public
Wi-Fi hotspot by using virtual wireless clients technique.
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CHAPTER 3: CLIENT-SIDE EVIL ATTACK DETECTION

3.1

Introduction

In recent years, businesses, such as fast-food restaurants, coffee shops, retail stores, have
set up Wi-Fi access points to provide free wireless Internet service to attract and better serve their
customers. These sites are also called hotspots. Most of the time, Wi-Fi hotspots have no or very
limited security protection. Clients only need to search the airwave and connect to the wireless
network. No mean of encryption or authentication used besides the wireless network name (SSID).
Because of the lack of security protection, hotspots are vulnerable to the famous and well-known
Evil Twin Attack.
When the rogue AP hijacks the Wi-Fi connections from clients, the rogue AP usually has
two options to connect to the Internet. First, the rogue AP can itself behaves like a regular Wi-Fi
client and uses the legitimate AP to connect to the Internet. This is the classical ETA [9] [10] [11]
as shown in Figure 1.2a
The second Internet access option for an ETA is to use cellular broadband connection [9]
[11] as illustrated in Figure 1.2b. This type of ETA become more popular nowadays due to the
increase in the Internet access speed of mobile connections, such as 4G Long Term Evolution
(LTE) or WiMAX[60]. In this approach, the attacker uses a different gateway compared with the
legitimate AP.

3.2

Evil Twin Attack Using Single ISP Gateway

In this section, we first present the adversary model. Then we present several intuitive
detection schemes and show that all of them have inherent security holes, making them unfeasible
solutions to the ETA using single ISP gateway.
ETA was assumed to be implemented by an attacker with the capability to mimic the legit24

imate wireless network specifications. For example, the IP and the MAC addresses of the DHCP,
DNS and the gateway provided by the rogue AP (RAP) are the same as the ones found in the legitimate wireless network. Also, the propagation time between the wireless client (WC) and any other
servers can be tuned by the attacker to give a similar result as the legitimate wireless network.
As introduced previously, a RAP in ETA has two options to connect to the Internet: using
the same ISP gateway as the legitimate AP (LAP), or by utilizing a different ISP gateway. In this
section, our ETA detection focuses on the second type of ETA that uses a different ISP gateway
compared with the LAP wireless network.

3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Intuitive Detection Schemes and Their Security Problems

Detection based on route option in IP packet header:
One of the intuitive detection methods that can be used to detect ETA using different ISP

gateway is by taking advantage of the record route option found in IP header [6]. When this
option is enabled in a packet, routers on the path between the source and destination insert their IP
address in the packet IP header. The WC sends an IP packet through a given Access Point (APx )
that belongs to the legitimate wireless network. Then, the WC switches to another access point
(APy ) that has the same SSID of the legitimate wireless network and send the second packet. The
record route option should be enabled in these two packets, and the destination address of these
two packets is a special server on the Internet. When the server at the other end receives these
packets, it will match between the routers’ addresses recorded in the packet’s IP header. The WC
can view the results on the server using a secure protocol.
However, similar to the traceroute packets [49], record route packets may be dropped or
ignored by many firewalls for security reasons [50]. In addition, only at most nine IP addresses
can be registered along the route while the average number of routers in any given route on the
Internet is 19 to 21 [75].
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3.2.1.2

Detection based on TCP connection:
The second intuitive detection method that can be proposed to detect ETA using different

gateway is by dividing TCP communication. The detection procedure will start after a wireless
client initiates a wireless connection to a nearby AP. This AP (we call it APx ) should have the
wireless SSID name such as FreeWiFi (Figure 1.2) that belongs to the legitimate wireless network.
After connecting to APx , the WC starts a TCP 3-way handshake to a random remote web server
such as www.google.com. Each side (the WC and Google server) creates a socket connection that
contains the IP address and the Port number for the other side.

PS
Wireless interface/AP
WC

(3) Reply Webpage to Attacker

(4) Reply Webpage to WC

(2) Start new connection to PS
and Get the same Webpage
WC requested from PS.

(1) Get Webpage from PS

Figure 3.1: Possible man-in-the-middle attack on the ETA detection that relies on TCP connection
without security.

After completing a successful TCP 3-way handshake through APx , the WC switch to a
different AP (we call it APy ) that has the same SSID name (FreeWiFi). The WC does not start a new
TCP 3-way handshake to the remote web server since the TCP connection is already established
using APx . Changing the AP does not have any effects on the socket information stored on each
side of the connection. After switching to APy , the WC sends a GET HTML request to download
an index web page from the remote web server.
If the two APs use the same ISP gateway, the TCP connection will not break, and the WC
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start downloading the index web page from the remote web server successfully. Otherwise, if the
TCP connection dropped or the WC didn’t receive any response from the remote server, it means
that these two APs are using different ISP gateways. Using different gateways prevented the web
server from sending the index web page to the WC because the IP address and/or the port number
of the WC is different through each APs.
An attacker can conduct MIMA to the above detection method by impersonating the remote
web server role. This MIMA can take place when the WC starts downloading the index web page
though APy (which is the RAP). The attacker at this point can catch the GET HTML request from
the WC and start a new connection to the remote web server and retrieve the index web page. Then,
because the attacker can monitor the TCP connection setup between the WC and APx , the attacker
can send the index web page to the WC by continuing the existing TCP connection. This MIMA
is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Proposed Detection Design

Design
The design of the proposed ETA detection method for detecting different gateways is based

on the following assumptions: network administrators may deploy more than one AP for better
quality and wider coverage. However, all APs belonging to the same wireless network will always
use a single gateway for Internet access. This type of wireless network topology can be found in
coffee shops, hotels and airports [37]. Also, network administrators in these wireless networks
usually assign private IP addresses to their wireless customers. These private IP addresses will
eventually translate into the public IP of the gateway using network address translator (NAT) or
port address translator (PAT) [76].
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3.2.2.2

Proposed ETA Detection
The detection relies on secure TCP connection for web page retrieval in a similar way

as the second intuitive TCP-based detection method introduced in Section 3.2.1.2. When the
WC starts the detection procedure, it initiates a TCP 3-way handshake though APx using a secure connection to an arbitrary remote web server that supports HTTPS connections (such as to
https://www.google.com). Then, the WC switches Internet access via APy and issues HTTPS GET
command to retrieve web page content.
By using a secure connection, we can prevent an attacker from applying the MIMA illustrated in Figure 3.1 since the attacker does not have the current TCP session’s information to
continue the secure TCP connection with the WC.
Our proposed detection method distinguish whether two access points with the same SSID
use the same network gateway or not. If there are more than two APs existed in a wireless network,
our detection schemes work in the same way by checking each AP one after another to find whether
all existing APs use the same gateway or not.
The detection method will be on the WC side which is more desirable than the administratorside detection. The client-side design gives a security-sensitive user more control over her wireless
connection security and can be used in any wireless network regardless of what security mechanism has been implemented.
In addition, no fingerprint is used in the detection. The client does not need to have any
previous information about the APs installed in the wireless network. Furthermore, the detection
method is not based on a protocol or a protocol option (such as ICMP or record route option) that
might be blocked by network administrators for security purposes.
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3.2.2.3

Implementation
The ETA detection client software prototype was implemented using C language and ex-

ecuted on a Linux machine. In our implementation, we used LORCON2 [77] library to communicate with the web server. The program automatically starts a secure TCP socket connection
through the first AP with an arbitrary web server, and then start downloading the index web page
from the web server using the second AP.
Pseudo Code 3.1: Proposed Evil Twin Attack Detection on ETA using different ISP
gateway.
1 Connect to APx
2 Start secure TCP 3-way handshake to www.google.com
3 Verify www.google.com certificate
4 if www.google.com certificate is valid then
5
Switch to APy
6
GET command to download index.html
7
if www.google.com starts sending the index.html webpage then
8
Print no ETA detected
9
else
10
The connection was dropped or rejected
11
Print ETA detected
12
end
13 else
14
Print server certificate error!!
15 end

The web server used in our prototype was www.google.com because it is more reliable than
most other web servers, and most importantly, it has a long time-to-live secure TCP connection
(240 seconds based on our measurements). This give the WC plenty of time to switch from one
AP to another without the secure TCP connection to have a timeout.
Since there will be more than one AP with the same SSID, WC connects first to the APx
using its MAC address. The MAC address is used as a reference to switch between different APs
that belongs to the same SSID. After finishing the secure TCP 3-way handshake, the program will
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automatically switch to the second AP (APy ) and start downloading the index web page from the
web server. The Pseudo Code 1 illustrates our proposed ETA detection.

3.2.3
3.2.3.1

Evaluation

Evaluation Procedure
In our testbed set up, two APs (Dlink DIR-890L and Asus AC1900) were used to represent

both APx and APy , respectively. Wireshark [78] is used to capture network traffic.

Figure 3.2: Secure TCP 3-way handshake using APx .

The first part of our evaluation procedure was to verify if both APs that belongs to the same
ISP gateway would not trigger any alarm using our proposed design. We connected both APs (APx
and APy ) to the same ISP gateway. The WC software recorded the MAC addresses of both APs
and randomly connected to one of the APs, in our case, it was APx . Through APx , the WC obtained
network configuration from the DHCP server. The connection information between the WC and
the web server is shown in Figure 3.2.
The IP address obtained by the WC was in the private IP range (192.168.2.225) and the
source port address that was used in the 3-way handshake was (46041). However, both of the WC
IP and port were translated to the public IP address and port of the gateway using NAT/PAT. On
the other side, the remote Google server had an IP address of 74.125.21.99 with the port 443.
At the end of the 3-way handshake procedure, the web server created a socket connection
using the public IP address and port given to the WC at the ISP gateway. The WC also created
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a socket connection using Google public IP and port. During the handshaking, the WC verified
Google server digital certificate. The WC stops communicating with APx at this point and switched
to APy .
Although the WC switched in the middle of an active secure TCP connection between the
two APs, the Wireshark did not catch any connection termination packets sent from the web server
or the APx to the WC. The WC can use the active connection to the web server through APy . The
WC used the active connection on APy to send a GET command to retrieve the HTML index page
from the Google web server as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Successfully downloading index webpage using APy .

The ETA detection software notifies the WC of a safe wireless network when the remote
server (Google) replies to the HTML get request. The remote server can only response to the WC
get HTML request when the socket connection information used thought APx matches the socket
connection information used through APy .
The second part of our evaluation procedure was to make APx APy use different ISP gateways. In this scenario, the WC private IP address was also 192.168.2.225 and Google web server
IP was 216.58.192.68. Similar to the first part of our evaluation procedure, the WC started a secure
TCP connection through APx and switched to APy . The WC sent GET HTML request through
APy . However, since APy used different ISP gateway than the ISP gateway used by APx , the
HTML GET request socket information did not match the socket information used to create the
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secure TCP connection. Based on the configuration of the remote web server, it can send a rest
TCP connection to the WC or drop the HTML GET request as shown in figure 3.4. The WC sends
multiple GET request to Google server but no response was received. Without receiving a positive
response from the remote server, the WC software notifies the client of a possible ETA on the given
wireless network.

Figure 3.4: Wireless client unable to download the webpage when APx and APy used different
gateways.

3.2.3.2

Detection Time Delay Analysis
Unlike [9], our proposed detection method is not based on time measurements. The fluctu-

ation of APs response time due to the increase/decrease of wireless traffic would not interfere with
the detection performance. Nevertheless, the time delay is still a vital performance metric. Therefore, we have analyzed time delay in our evaluation. The wireless APs used in our testbed were
Dlink DIR-890L and Asus1900. These APs also operated as DHCP, DNS servers, and gateway.
The WC software installed on Linux-based OS with a Penguin wireless N USB adapter.
We measured the time delay for four main steps in the detection procedure:
• The time to connect to APx and obtain a valid network configuration from the DHCP server.
• The time to finish the secure 3-way TCP handshake.
• The time spent to switch from APx to APx and obtain/reuse a valid IP from the DHCP server.
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• The time to receive a response from the web server.
The test was repeated 50 times for each measurement. At the beginning of each trial, the
APs (including DHCP, DNS, and the gateway) was turned off and back on to ensure fresh reading.
The results of the testbed measurements when the two APs used the same gateway is illustrated in
Figure 3.5 .
The time spent to connect to APx was 0.5 seconds. This time includes 1) the authentication
and association time to APx , 2) the duration time to receive a valid network configuration from the
DHCP. The average time to switch from APx wireless channel to APy wireless channel was about
0.3 seconds. The WC didn’t request a new IP address but utilize the one used in APx .
The time duration to finish the 3-way handshake and to receive a response from the web
server was relatively shorter than the connecting time. In our testbed, fast Internet speed link was
used ( >10 Mbps). The average time duration to complete the 3-way handshake was 0.06 seconds,
while the average time to receive a response from the web server was 0.03 seconds. These time
values depend on many factors such as the Internet speed, DNS response time and web server’s
response time.
In the end, we want to emphasize that although the test time of the detection method may
vary according to many factors as explained above, these factors will not affect the detection efficiency of the proposed technique.

3.2.4

Discussion

Although we had only two APs in our testbed LAP and RAP, If the client receives more
than two AP signals, our detection method can be used without any change to switch between each
reachable APs one by one. Each AP switching should be done in the middle of the secure TCP
connection. If anyone of these APs uses a different gateway, the secure TCP connection will break,
and WC will be notified.
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Figure 3.5: ETA detection procedure time duration when APx and APy use the same gateway.
(a) connecting to APx . (b) secure 3-way TCP handshake. (c) switching to APy . (d) receiving a
response from the web server.

The time needed to connect to APx was larger than APy . After connecting to APx , the WC
received valid network configuration from the local DHCP. To speed up the detection process, after
connecting to APy , the WC reused the same network configuration gained from APx . The connection time from one wireless network to another may vary, and it depends on the manufacturing
types and models of the wireless network devices.
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In our method, client software verified the remote server’s certificate to prevent the attacker
from creating a fake remote server to bypass our detection procedure. Our ETA detection is not
vulnerable to MIMA such as SSL strip attack [13]. Our proposed ETA detection starts its communication on port 443, SSL strip attack [13] is not feasible since that attack is based on the transition
between port 80 and port 443.
Our proposed ETA detection scheme has its limitations. We discuss these limitations below.
First, we stated that our detection method was focused on detecting ETA using different
gateways. If the attacker uses the same legitimate gateway to pass client data, our detection method
will not work. However, combining our detection method with our ETA detection method in
section 3.3 that were used to detect ETA using single ISP gateway would produce an effective and
comprehensive ETA detection system.
Second, the proposed detection method spends about 0.3 seconds when switching from one
AP to another as shown in Figure 3.5-C. This requires that the web server should have a long time
to live (TTL) secure TCP session to allow the client to switch between the APs without dropping
the connection. In our prototype evaluation, google web servers were selected because they support
secure TCP protocol such as TLS/SSL and they also have a long TTL TCP session. We measured
the TTL value of TCP session for www.google.com, and the result was 240 seconds.
Third, upon detecting the presence of ETA, our detection method is not able to identify
which AP is rogue and which one is legitimate. Because both the legitimate AP and the rogue
AP provide Internet access that could have the similar quality, it is very challenging to further
distinguish them apart with only client-side actions.
Finally, if the client receives only rogue AP(s) signals without any legitimate AP, our detection method will not work as well. This weakness can be found in all client-based ETA detections
that do not use authorized AP-list. The client cannot detect ETA since all the AP(s) will give the
consistent fake results.
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3.3

Evil Twin Attack Using Single ISP Gateway

In this section, we present our ETA detection on ETA using single ISP gateway. The
attacker uses the LAP to pass through WC data instead of using her mobile broadband connection.
In this case, all data sent from the wireless network will be originated from one ISP gateway.

3.3.1

Intuitive detection schemes and their security vulnerabilities

Open WiFiHop [52] is a client-side ETA detection of ETA using single ISP gateway. The
detection structure is composed of a WC and a dedicated public server. First, the WC connects
to a nearby AP and send a watermarked packet to the public server. The watermarked packet is a
random bit stream that is only known to the WC. After the WC sends the watermarked packet to the
public server, the WC immediately switches to other Wi-Fi channels looking for any transmission
of the watermarked packet. The public server will keep replying this watermarked packet to the
WC. If the WC captures the watermarked packet in other Wi-Fi channels then the initial AP is
RAP, else it is LAP.
Based on the procedure described above, Open WiFiHop has the following vulnerabilities
and limitations.
First, open WiFiHop is vulnerable to replay attack. The public server only reply the watermarked packet to the WC without any modification. When the WC sends the watermarked packet
to the public server, the attacker can store the watermarked packet and then disconnect from the
LAP. The attacker can then start sending the stored watermarked packet to the WC. Since the attacker disconnected from the LAP, no watermarked packet is sent on other Wi-Fi channels. In
addition, when the WC returns back to the initial AP, the attacker can connect to the LAP. In this
scenario, Open WiFiHop will fail to detect ETA.
Second, the attacker can avoid Open WiFiHop detection by gathering information about
the watermarked packets replay arrivals time and, the round trip time between the public server
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and the WC. When the WC sends the watermarked packet to the public server, she immediately
switch to other Wi-Fi channels looking for the watermarked packet [52]. The attacker can simply
disconnect from the LAP without even replying the watermark packet since the WC is checking
other Wi-Fi channels. When the WC returns back to the initial AP, the attacker can reconnect
to the LAP. At this point, the WC will start receiving the watermarked packets from the public
server. The attacker can also estimate when the WC returns to the initial AP simply by capturing
the communication between the WC and the public server, which will pass through the attacker in
the first place.
In [52], when the public server receives the watermarked packet, it will delay each reply by
D time units, which is the time needed by the WC to switch from one AP to another. By measuring
the time differences between two public server replies, the attacker can calculate D. Also, the WC
will monitor each wireless channel by time > (D + RT T ) where RT T is the round trip time
from the WC to the public server. RT T can be easily calculated since the initial communication
between the WC and the public server went through the RAP.
In general, ETA detection security should not be based on information that can be gained,
calculated and/or estimated by the attacker. In the next section, we propose an ETA detection
procedure that overcomes the above vulnerabilities found in [52].

3.3.2
3.3.2.1

Proposed ETA detection

Assumption
Our proposed detection takes advantage of the unique network architecture deployed by

the first attack option of ETA using a single ISP gateway: when a WC sends/receives data through
RAP, the same wireless data is be sent/received between the attacker’s RWC and the LAP. A
network administrator may extend 802.11 wireless coverage by installing more than one LAPs,
however, these LAPs are connected to network using cables.
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Furthermore, our ETA detection is based on a fundamental 802.11 architecture design.
When an AP fails to receive an acknowledgment response from a WC, it assumes the transmitted
frame was lost due to collision or weak signal [79][80]. The AP keep sending unacknowledged
frames for a certain amount of time until it determines that the WC is offline, and then disconnects
it from the wireless network.

3.3.2.2

Proposed Detection Design
Our ETA detection system design overcomes the vulnerabilities in WiFiHop discussed in

section 3.3.1. The effectiveness of the detection procedure is not based on parameters that can
be gained or estimated by the attacker. Furthermore, the ETA detection is a real-time client-side
method that does not rely on training data and/or Wi-Fi network fingerprint.
The proposed ETA system detection is composed of two parts: a WC and the public information server (PIS). First, by listening to the Wi-Fi beacon frames, the WC records the MAC
address and the working Wi-Fi channel for all nearby APs that belong to the Wi-Fi network being
tested. For simplicity, let us assume we have only two APs in the target Wi-Fi network, APx and
APy . Wi-Fi SSID is used to determine if an AP belongs to the target Wi-Fi or not. The first step
does not involve any communication between the WC and any APs.
Second, the WC randomly connects to one of the recorded APs, for example, APx . Once
the WC is connected to APx , the Wi-Fi network DHCP assigns network configuration such as IP
address to the WC. Now that the WC is connected to the Wi-Fi network, she establish a connection
to the PIS and sends a “hello” packet. Data traffic between the WC and the PIS is encrypted.
The PIS will assign a unique ID to the WC, e.g., XYZ. Such ID is capable of telling apart the
communication between the WC and PIS from the communication of other WCs that may start the
ETA detection at the same time on the same Wi-Fi network. After the WC receives her ID, she
sends APx’s MAC address along with the WC’s ID to the PIS. In the meantime, the WC saves the
Wi-Fi network connection information. Likewise, PIS keeps AP’s MAC address that belongs to
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the connection.
Third, the WC switches randomly to other recorded APs (in our scenario is APy ). At
the same time, the WC changes her MAC address. After receiving network configuration using
the new MAC address from APy , WC starts a new connection to the PIS. After that, the WC
sends APy ’s MAC address along with his/her ID to the PIS. Also, the WC saves the network
configuration related to APy . In case there are more than two APs, the WC keeps repeating the
previous procedure until going through the last recorded AP. As can be seen at this point, the WC
is having two completely separate connections to the PIS.
Fourth, through the last connected AP (in our scenario is APy ), the WC sends “Info Start”
packet which signals to PIS to start sending info packets. PIS starts sending info packets to the
WC through each connection separately. Info packets contain the MAC address of the AP being
used to establish the connection between the PIS and the WC. Also, each info packet has increment
sequence numbers to prevent the replay attack, as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Info Packet Data

Packet Seq.

WC ID

AP MAC Address

1

XYZ

APx

2

XYZ

APy

3

XYZ

APx

4

XYZ

APy

Fifth, immediately after the WC sends info start packet, she randomly switches to one of
the APs (APx or APy ) channel and starts listening to the info packets sent by the PIS for a certain
amount of time. WC filters all the incoming packets based on the WC’s ID. As a result, all filtered
wireless frames should have their destination MAC address pointing to one of the WC’s MAC
addresses. If not, then that frame was sent to an RWC. WC can then extract the MAC address
inside the info packet to mark it as RAP. Also, if the WC did not receive an info packet from the
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AP that belongs to the listening channel, then that AP is also a RAP. Otherwise, the AP is LAP. In
addition, the WC checks the sequence number of the info packets and ignores any packet with a
sequence number that is less than or equal to the last one received.
Even if the attacker has all the timing information of the PIS sending interval and the WC
switching/listening time, the ETA will be detected because the WC’s channel switching is random.
The attacker cannot tell if the WC is listing to the RAP or the LAP. If the attacker stops sending
info packets while the WC is listening to the RAP channel, our detection will detect the ETA. Also,
if the attacker starts sending info packets while the WC is listening to the LAP Wi-Fi channel, the
proposed detection will detect that the LAP is sending info packets to other WCs (attacker Wi-Fi
interface). Furthermore, every info packet has its own sequence number, the attacker can’t apply
the replay attack on info packets.
At the end of the detection procedure, the WC marks every recorded AP as RAP or LAP.
The WC now can freely connect to any of the LAPs. The PIS deletes all the information related to
the WC’s ID XYZ. This makes the PIS simple to implement and maintain.

3.3.2.3

Proposed Detection Efficiency
In our ETA detection, the WC monitors all the recorded APs’ Wi-Fi channels randomly.

Given the attacker has all our ETA detection timing, she should decide when to disconnect/connect
from the LAP to avoid being detected. Since info packets have encrypted sequence numbers, the
attacker cannot save a copy and reply it to the WC. When the attacker disconnects from the LAP,
she cannot send any info packets using the RAP. Since the WC monitors each APs’ Wi-Fi channel
for one time unit, the WC ETA detection missing probability Pm can be calculated as:

Pm =

N −k
k
×
N
N
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(3.1)

Table 3.2: Proposed ETA using single ISP gateway detection/missing probability

Monitor Ch. Freq.
1
2
3
4

Miss Probability
25%
6.25%
1.5625%
0.390625%

Detection Probability
75%
93.75%
98.4375%
99.609375%

where N is the number of recorded APs’ Wi-Fi channels and k is the number of times the attacker
disconnect/connect from/to the LAP. The attacker’s goal is to find the best value for k in order to
maximize the detection missing probability Pm . This can be calculated by finding the roots of the
Pm ’s derivative, given as:
N − 2k
dPm
=
dk
N2

(3.2)

The roots of Equation (3.2) is 0 and N/2. Applying k = N /2 to Equation (3.1) yields
Pm = 0.25. Given that Pm = 0.25, the WC’s ETA detection probability Pd = 1 - Pm = 0.75. To
increase Pd , we increased the number of times the WC monitors each recorded AP’s Wi-Fi channel
as shown in Table 3.2. Monitoring each recorded AP’s Wi-Fi channel for four times makes our
proposed ETA detection probability ≈ 100%.

3.3.2.4

Implementation
The ETA detection WC and PIS software were implemented using C language. LOR-

CON2 [77] is used to allow the WC to inject/receive frames into a Wi-Fi network. Both WC
and PIS software were installed on Linux OS based machines. TCP protocol is used to carry out
communication between the two of them.
WC starts by using LORCON2 to inject/receive wireless frames using Wi-Fi interface card.
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Figure 3.6: Proposed ETA on single ISP gateway evaluation testbed set up.

As soon as the WC connects to the AP, she starts communicating using UDP protocol with the WiFi DHCP server. The Wi-Fi network DHCP server sends the network configuration to the WC.
Immediately, the WC initiates a connection to the PIS and receives her ID. We used TCP protocol to implement the communication between the WC and the PIS. Although UDP can be used
to establish the connection between the WC and the PIS, TCP is preferred since it is a more reliable protocol compared to UDP. Furthermore, the data between the WC and the PIS is encrypted.
Pseudo Code 3.2 illustrates the proposed ETA detection procedure.

3.3.3

Evaluation

We implemented a Wi-Fi network testbed to evaluate our proposed ETA detection. Wireshark software [78] was used to monitor all communications between the WC and the PIS. Both
the WC and the PIS software were installed on Linux based OS. The WC interface card is wireless
N dual-band USB adapter (TPE-NUSBDB). We assumed the attacker used D-link AC3200 Wi-Fi
router to set up the RAP, and ASUS AC1900 Wi-Fi router to connect to the LAP were the LAP is
Linksys WRT1900ACS Wi-Fi router. Figure 3.6 illustrates the testbed set up.
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Pseudo Code 3.2: Proposed ETA detection Procedure on ETA using single ISP gateway.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Recored nearby APs info. forming target SSID
Randomly connect to one of the recorded APs
Get network conf. from DHCP server
Establish secure connection to PIS
Send "hello" pkt. to PIS
Get WC ID from PIS
Send current AP MAC Addr. and WC ID to PIS
Save connection info.
while not connected to all other recoreded APs do
Change WC MAC Addr.
Randomly connect to one of the remaining APs
Get network conf. from DHCP server
Establish secure connection to PIS
Send current AP MAC Addr. and WC ID to PIS
Save connection info.
end
Send "Info start" pkt. to PIS
PIS Start sending Info pkts each D sec
while Each AP channel should be monitored four times do
Randomly switch to one of the APs ch.
Filter traffic based on WC ID
Read all Filtered Info pkts
if Info pkt was found then
if Info pkt Seq. ≤ than previous one then
Ignore Info pkt.
end
else
if Wireless frame not sent to WC then
Extract AP MAC addr. from info pkt Mark extracted AP MAC
Addr. as RAP.
end
else
Ignore Info Pkt.
end
end
end
else
Mark AP belongs to current ch. as RAP
end
Mark non RAP marked APs as LAP
end
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Figure 3.7: WC channel switching time form one AP to another.

First, the WC listened to the Wi-Fi beacon and recorded the APs information such as the
working channel and the MAC address. In our testbed, the WC recorded the working channels
and MAC addresses of D-link AEnterpriseUserSideETA200 (RAP) and Linksys WRT1900ACS
(LAP). After that, the WC randomly connected to one of the APs, e.g., RAP. After receiving
network configuration from the DHCP server, the WC established a secured connection to the PIS
and received her ID. Immediately, the WC sent RAP MAC address along with her ID. The WC
saved network configuration.
Second, the WC changed the Wi-Fi interface MAC address and switched to the LAP. Since
the MAC address was changed, new network configuration received from the DHCP server. The
WC started a new connection to the PIS and sent LAP MAC address with her ID to the PIS. Now,
the WC has two active connections to the PIS through both, the RAP and the LAP. Until now, the
real testing has not started yet.
Our ETA detection started when the WC sent “info start” packet to the PIS. For comparison
purposes, we used the same timing technique used in [52]. The PIS started sending Info packets
at an interval of D seconds each, where D is the time required for the WC to switch from one AP
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to another. In our testbed, which based on 50 runs, the average value of D was ≈ 0.2 second with
a standard deviation of 0.015 seconds as shown in Figure 3.7. Also, the WC should spend longer
than (D + RT T ) second to monitor each Wi-Fi channel [52], where RTT is the Round Trip Time
between the WC and the PIS. Based on 50 runs, Figure 3.8 shows the RTT measured between the
WC and the PIS which was ≈ 0.016 second with a standard deviation of 0.0037 seconds. As a
result, the WC should monitor each Wi-Fi channel longer than (0.2 + 0.016) second. Based on
that, we chose for the WC to monitor each Wi-Fi channel for 0.4 seconds. Furthermore, to avoid
being affected in case the info packets were lost/dropped along the route between the PIS and the
WC, the PIS continuously sends multiple info packets once in every D time.

Figure 3.8: Round trip time between WC and PIS.

Since each channel should be monitored four times, Equation (3.4) calculated our ETA
detection time based on the number of APs Wi-Fi channels available in the network.

DetectionT ime = N ∗ (2.4)

(3.3)

Where N is the number of Wi-Fi channels to be tested, and 2.4 is the total time to test each Wi-Fi
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channel which came from calculating 4 × (0.4 + 0.2). For example, based on Equation (3.4), our
ETA detection spend 26.4 seconds to monitor all the 11 Wi-Fi channels in 802.11 b/g network.

Figure 3.9: Info frames capturing time.

Although WC had to wait 0.4 sec on each wireless channel, in our 50 runs, WC was able
to capture LAP, RAP and RWC info packets sent by PIS in an average of ≈ 0.06 second with a
standard deviation of 0.03 second as shown in Figure 3.9 . WC captured info packets in less than
0.4 seconds because PIS will keep sending multiple packets to the WC each time D which is equal
to the switching time of the WC. By the time WC switch from one AP to another, info packets
should have been already sent by the PIS and on its way to the WC.

3.3.4

Discussion

In this section, we presented an effective ETA detection of ETA using single ISP gateway.
If the attacker uses her broadband network connection, this ETA detection will fail. However,
combining our detection with ETA detections of ETA using different ISP gateways presented in
section3.2, will produce a complete detection tool that can be used to detect both ETA scenarios.
Our ETA detection can test all the 11 802.11 b/g WiFi channels in around half a minute
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with a detection rate close to 100%. Meanwhile, in Open WiFiHop [52], spend around the same
time to test only one AP. Furthermore, our proposed detection is more secure since it was not based
on parameters that can be projected by an attacker. For example, unlike Open WiFiHop [52], if the
attacker has all the procedure timing information, our ETA detection efficiency will not be affected
and is always approximated to 100 %.
The proposed ETA detection does not rely on training data and/or the Wi-Fi’s network
fingerprint, which makes it preferable for customers (such as travelers) who visit the Wi-Fi network
for the first time. Furthermore, the WC will be the one who ensures his/her security. In addition,
the PIS used in our ETA detection is simple to implement and maintain. No WC data will be saved
on the PIS, which ensures user privacy in case the PIS was compromised.
Network administrators may extend a Wi-Fi network coverage by setting up repeaters. In
general, Wi-Fi repeaters are installed in places that do not have Ethernet port. In IEEE 802.11,
Wi-Fi repeater traffic uses all the four address fields in the wireless traffic frame; however, LAP,
WC, and RAP use only three address fields [81]. Our proposed detection can check the number of
addresses used in the Wi-Fi frame to distinguish between the two types of traffic.
Finally, the WC should be within the wireless coverage area of both the LAP and RAP to
detect the ETA. We assumed the network administrators wirelessly covered the designated network
area (such as coffee shops, etc.) by using LAPs. When the attacker set up her RAP, she will be
within that designated wireless network area. The same assumption applies to the WC.

3.4

Gateway Independent Evil Twin Attack Detection

Insecure Wi-Fi networks provide a tempting environment for attackers to initiate many
attacks, one of them is called Evil Twin Attack (ETA). In this section, our proposed ETA detection
design is an extension of both [17, 18], wheres [17] used to detect ETA using different ISP gateways
while [18] used to detect ETA using single ISP gateway. In this work, we combined these two
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techniques using virtual wireless clients [35, 36], a novel technique to overcome a major limitation
in client side ETA detection. Most of the client side ETA detections that does not relay on training
data or pre authorized fingerprint list are gateway dependent [9, 10, 11, 17, 18, 52]. The WC will
fail to detect ETA, when she use an ETA detection different from the ETA type the attacker is
running. However, our new comprehensive design is a gateway independent which limits the ETA
false negative. Table 3.3 summarize different ETA detections.
Table 3.3: Illustrate different types of ETA detections. ETA detections that receive support from
the legitimate network administrator (such as fingerprint list) is categorized as administrator side
ETA detection since the detection method would fail without that support.

ETA

Category

Detection

Administrator

[39], [38]

X

ETA ISP Gateway
Client

Single

Different

X

X

[9, 10]

X

[11]

X

X

[17]

X

X

[18]

X

X

[52]

X

X

Proposed

X

X

3.4.1

X

X

Comprehensive ETA detection

Our proposed ETA using single ISP gateway detection and ETA using different ISP gateway detection can work in parallel using only one physical wireless interface card. To achieve
that, a WC creates two virtual wireless clients (VWCs) in which each VWC emulates one standalone wireless client [35][36]. The first VWC (VWC1) implements the ETA detection procedure
using single ISP gateway detection while the other VWC (VWC2) implements the ETA detection
procedure using different ISP gateway detection.
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To make both ETA detection techniques work together, we had to modify the detection
procedure from the previous sections. For example, ETA detection using different gateway relies
on creating a secure connection for sending and receiving heartbeats to/from PIS instate of Google
server. When the WC starts the detection procedure, it initiates a TCP 3-way handshake though
APx using a secure connection to PIS. Then, the client switches Internet access via APy and issues
a heartbeat request to PIS and receive the response from the PIS.
Using our previous scenario of two APs (APx and APy ), both VWCs connect to APx using
different MAC addresses. The Wi-Fi network DHCP server assigns network configuration such
as IP address to both VWCs. Each VWC receives different IP addresses since they have different
MAC addresses. Both VWCs start a secure connection to the PIS. VWC1 keeps communicating
with PIS to get the unique ID and sends APx information. After that, both VWCs switch to APy .
During the transition from APx to APy , VWC1 changes her MAC address while VWC2
keeps her previous MAC address. When both VWCs connect to APy , VWC1 receives a new IP
address from the DHCP server. VWC1 starts a new connection to the PIS using the newly received
network configuration. Then, VWC1 sends APy ’s MAC address along with her ID to the PIS.
The VWC1 saves the network configuration related to APy . On the other hand, VWC2 reuses
her original IP address and sends a heartbeat request to PIS using the secure connection that was
created through APx .
If VWC2 does not receive heartbeat response from PIS through APy , the proposed detection
stops and gives the WC a warning that ETA using different ISP gateways is ongoing on the current
Wi-Fi network. However, if the heartbeat was received from APy then, both VWCs switch to the
next recorded AP. In our scenario the last AP was APy so, VWC2 informs the WC that both APs
(APx and APy ) are using the same ISP gateway. At this point, detection of ETA using different ISP
gateways stops, while VWC1 continues the detection process of ETA using single ISP gateway.
VWC1 sends info start packet and randomly switches to one of the APs (APx or APy ) channel and
starts listening to the info packets sent by the PIS as shown in Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10: Proposed ETA detection on both ETA using single ISP gateway and ETA using different ISP gateways.
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Pseudo Code 3.3: Proposed ETA detection Procedure.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Record nearby APs info. having target SSID
Create VWC1 and VWC2
Set different MAC addresses to both VWCs
Both VWCs connect to one of the recorded APs
Both VWCs receive network conf. from DHCP server
Each VWC establishes a secure connection to PIS
VWC1 Sends "hello" pkt. to PIS
VWC1 Gets WC ID from PIS
VWC1 Sends current AP MAC Addr. and WC ID to PIS
VWC1 Saves connection info.
while not connected to all other recoreded APs do
VWC1 assigns new MAC Addr.
VWC2 keeps original MAC addr.
Both VWCs connect to one of the remaining APs
VWC1 gets network conf. from DHCP server
VWC2 reuses pervious network conf.
VWC2 sends heatheats to PIS
if No heartbeat reply recived from PIS then
Display ETA using single ISP was detected
Exit both ETA detection procedures
end
VWC1 establishs a new secure conn. to PIS
VWC1 sends AP MAC Addr. and WC ID to PIS
VWC1 saves connection info.
end
Display ETA using single ISP was not detect
Stop VWC2
VWC1 Sends "Info start" pkt. to PIS
PIS Start sending Info pkts each D sec
while Each AP channel should be monitored four times do
VWC1 randomly switchs to one of the APs ch.
VWC1 filters traffic based on VWC1 ID
VWC1 reads all filtered Info pkts
if Info pkt was found then
if Info pkt Seq. ≤ than previous one then
Ignore Info pkt.
end
else
if Wireless frame not sent to VWC1 then
Extract AP MAC addr. from info pkt Mark extracted AP MAC
Addr. as RAP.
end
else
Ignore Info Pkt.
end
end
end
else
Mark AP belongs to current ch. as RAP
end
Mark non RAP marked APs as LAP
end
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3.4.2

Implementation

The ETA comprehensive detection WC/PIS software ware implemented using C language.
Both WC/PIS were installed on Linux OS based machines. TCP protocol is used to carry out
communication between the two of them. We used Loss Of Radio CONnectivity (LORCON2)
[77] library to create multiple VWCs. LORCON2 is an open source library used to create crafted
802.11 wireless frames. WC uses LORCON to inject/receive wireless frames using Wi-Fi interface
card. As soon as VWCs connects to the AP, they start communicating using UDP protocol with the
Wi-Fi DHCP server. The Wi-Fi network’s DHCP server sends the network configuration to both
VWCs. Each VWC follows the different procedure to detect the ETA. Pseudo Code 3.3 illustrates
the proposed ETA detection design.
LAP
DIR890L

Wireless interface/AP

Internet
WC
TPE-NUSBDB

PIS

RAP
DIR890L

Figure 3.11: Proposed ETA evaluation testbed set up.

3.4.3

Evaluation Procedure

Our proposed ETA detection was tested in real workplaces such as Dunkin’ Donuts, Starbucks, and Panera Bread. We also implemented a Wi-Fi network testbed to evaluate our proposed
ETA detection. Wireshark software was used to monitor all communications between the VWCs
and the PIS. Both the VWCs and the PIS software were installed on Kali Linux OS. The WC Wi-
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Fi interface card is wireless N dual-band USB adapter (TPE-NUSBDB). We assumed the attacker
used D-link DIR890L Wi-Fi router to set up the RAP, and ASUS AC1900 Wi-Fi router to connect
to the LAP. Where the LAP is also D-link DIR890L Wi-Fi router. However, our ETA detection
mechanism will work with any other Wi-FI router that can be bought off-the-shelf. Figure 3.11
illustrates the testbed set up. We repeated our proposed ETA procedure trails for 50 runs.

Figure 3.12: Initialize client wireless interface Figure 3.13: Average time for VWC1 and
card to operate on RAP wireless channel.
VWC2 to authenticate to RAP.

Figure 3.14: Average time for VWC1 and Figure 3.15: Average time for VWC1 and
VWC2 to associate phase to RAP.
VWC2 to receive DHCP configuration.

First, the WC listens to the Wi-Fi beacon and records the APs information such as the
working channel and the MAC address. In our testbed, the WC recorded the working channels and
MAC addresses of RAP and LAP. After that, the WC created two VWCs and randomly connected
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to one of the APs, e.g., RAP. The average time needed for both VWC1 and VWC2 to complete
(1). initialize the wireless interface card to work on the RAP wireless channel., (2). pass the
authentication phase, (3). pass the association connection phase, was 0.12 seconds with variance
of 0.003 seconds as shown in Figures 3.12,3.13,3.14 respectively.

Figure 3.16: Time duration for VWC1 to finish Figure 3.17: Time for WC to switch from RAP
operating Wi-Fi channel to LAP Wi-Fi channel
communicating with PIS.

Figure 3.18: Time delay until VWC2 received Figure 3.19: VWC1 communication time with
heartbeats from PIS.
PIS including sending ”Info Start” frame.

After both VWCs were connected to RAP, they both received network configuration from
the DHCP server. The average time to obtain a valid IP address using RAP was 0.42 seconds with
variance of 0.0019 seconds as shown in Figure 3.15. After that, both VWCs established a separate
secured connection to the PIS. However, only VWC1 received her ID. Immediately, VWC1 sent
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RAP MAC address along with her ID to the PIS. Both VWCs should finish their procedures at each
AP to be able to switch to the next AP. The time needed to finish communicating to PIS on the
Internet through RAP was 0.043 seconds with variance of 0.0007 seconds as shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.20: Average time delay before VWC1 capture Info frames from LAP, RAP and RWC.

Second, both VWCs finished communicating with RAP and started switching to LAP. During the switching from RAP to LAP only VWC1 changed her Wi-Fi interface MAC address. The
average switching time between RAP and LAP was 0.2 seconds with variance of 0.0008 seconds
as shown in Figure 3.17. Since the MAC address of the VWC1 was changed, new network configuration was received from the DHCP server. On the other hand, VWC2 kept its original network
configuration because she used the same MAC address. We assumed that both RAP and LAP gave
the same exact authentication, association and DHCP response time when communicating with
VWCs.
At this point, VWC2 reused the previous connection (network socket) which was set up
through the RAP and sent a heartbeat request to the PIS. VWC2 received a heartbeat reply from
the PIS since both RAP and LAP used the same public IP address to communicate with the PIS.
VWC2 displayed a message to the WC that both RAP and LAP are using the same ISP gateway.
The time needed for VWC2 to receive a positive reply from the PIS was 0.018 seconds with
variance of 0.00012 seconds as shown in Figure 3.18. VWC2 spent about 0.9 seconds to finish
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detecting ETA using different gateways.
In the meanwhile, VWC1 started a new connection to the PIS and sent LAP MAC address
with her ID to the PIS. Now, the VWC1 has two active connections to the PIS through both the
RAP and the LAP. Until now, the real testing of ETA using single ISP gateway has not started yet.
Our ETA detection for the ETA using single ISP gateway started when VWC1 sent “info
start” packet to the PIS. “info start” packet was sent after VWC1 finished communicating with PIS
which was around 0.035 seconds with variance of 0.0007 seconds as shown in Figure 3.19. For
comparison purposes, we used the same timing technique used in [52]. The PIS started sending
Info packets at an interval of D seconds each, where D is the time required for the VWC1 to switch
from one AP to another. In our testbed, which was based on 50 runs, the average value of D was ≈
0.2 seconds with standard deviation of 0.0008 seconds as shown in Figure 3.17. Also, the VWC1
should spend longer than (D + RT T ) seconds to monitor each Wi-Fi channel [52], where RTT is
the Round Trip Time between the VWC1 and the PIS. The RTT measured between the VWC1 and
the PIS was ≈ 0.016 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.005 seconds. As a result, the VWC1
should monitor each Wi-Fi channel longer than (0.2 + 0.016) seconds. Based on that, we chose for
the VWC1 to monitor each Wi-Fi channel for 0.4 seconds. Furthermore, to avoid being affected in
case the info packets were lost/dropped along the route between the PIS and the VWC1, the PIS
continuously sent info packets once every D seconds.
Since each channel should be monitored four times to have ≈ 100 detection rate (Table 3.2),
our ETA detection time based on the number of APs Wi-Fi channels available in the network can
be calculated as:
DetectionT ime = N ∗ (2.4)

(3.4)

where N is the number of Wi-Fi channels to be tested, and 2.4 is the total time to monitor each
Wi-Fi channel which came from calculating 4 × (0.4 + 0.2). For example, based on Equation (3.4),
VWC1 spend about half a minute to monitor all the 11 Wi-Fi channels in 802.11 b/g network.
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Although VWC1 had to wait 0.4 seconds on each wireless channel, VWC1 was able to
capture LAP, RAP and RWC info packets sent by PIS in average of ≈ 0.08 seconds with a standard
deviation of 0.0001 seconds as shown in Figure 3.20. This is due to the fact that PIS will keep
sending multiple packets to the VWC1 every D time intervals which is equal to the switching time
of the VWC1. By the time VWC1 switches from one AP to another, info packets should have
already been sent by the PIS and on its way to VWC1.

3.4.4

Discussion

Virtual Wireless Clients (VWCs) has been proposed previously to improve wireless performance and privacy [34], however, utilizing VWCs in securing wireless networks is unique. In
this chapter, we have presented a comprehensive ETA detection technique. The proposed detection
can effectively detect ETA regardless of the gateway type used by the attacker. Both procedures
of detecting ETA using single ISP gateway and ETA using different ISP gateways work in parallel
using VWC technique.d
Wi-Fi network coverage may be extended by setting up relays such as repeaters or creating
wireless distribution system (WDS). This type of wireless coverage extension is avoided by Network administrators due to the lack of standardization [81, 82, 83, 84, 85]. However, our proposed
detection can detect whether a specific AP is a relay or an AP by checking the wireless frame
headers. In IEEE 802.11, Wi-Fi relay traffic uses all the four address fields in the wireless frame;
however, LAP, WC and RAP use only three address fields [86].
Attacker can hide the info packets by setting up a VPN tunnel between the RWC and a
VPN proxy server on the Internet. In this case all data traffic between the RWC and the VPN
proxy server will be encrypted. VWC1 will be unable to decrypt info packet anymore. However,
using VPN proxy will modify the public IP address of VWC1 on the Internet. This behavior will
be detected by VWC2.
Another tactics an attacker may undergo on our proposed ETA detection is to exhaust all
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the available association identifiers AID on each LAP to prevent the VWCs from connecting to it.
Each AP can have up to 2,007 AIDs [87]. Each AID is given to a WC. In this case, the RWC must
generate many VWCs and connect to the LAP all at the same. The RWC must maintain all these
connections since the LAP timeout and drops idle connection for certain amount of time. To alert
the WC of such condition, our proposed ETA detection could count the number of connections to
each LAP by monitoring the wireless traffic.
The proposed ETA detection using different ISP gateways is light, fast and effective. However, after detecting the existence of ETA, VWC2 cannot tell which AP is LAP and which AP is
RAP. Since both the LAP and the RAP provide Internet access that could have the same specifications, it is very challenging to distinguish them with only client-side actions.
Finally, having PIS server in our detection design is vital. An attacker may initiate a Denial
of service attack (DoS) to block all the connection from the wireless clients to the PIS server. To
overcome this scenario, multiple PIS servers can be created and installed in different locations.
Since the design and implementation of PIS server is simple, no synchronization between the
servers is needed. The wireless client randomly select any available PIS server to start our proposed
ETA detection technique.
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CHAPTER 4: MOBILE DATA CONSUMPTION ATTACK

4.1

Introduction

Smartphone carrier companies rely on mobile networks for keeping an accurate record of
customer data usage for billing purposes. In this section, we present a vulnerability that allows
an attacker to force the victim’s smartphone to consume data through the cellular network by
starting the data download on the victim’s cell phone without the victim’s knowledge. The attack
is based on switching the victim’s smartphones from the Wi-Fi network to the cellular network
while downloading a large data file.

4.1.1

Preliminaries

Our mobile data consumption attack is designed for use where there is a nearby public
Wi-Fi hotspot, such as a coffee shop, hotel, fast food restaurant, or store that has a captive portal.A
captive portal is a web page that network users are redirected to accept these network usage conditions or similar terms. They are often used in coffee shops, fast food restaurants, and airports.
They can be seen directly after a user connects to the network, as the user will be redirected to
the captive portal upon attempting to use the Internet. If the customer doesn’t accept the terms
and conditions on the captive portal, he or she will be denied Internet access to the free Wi-Fi
network.The attacker can target a victim or set of victims at the Wi-Fi network. If the attacker
targeted a particular victim, the attacker could wait until the victim enters an area with a nearby
public Wi-Fi hotspot.
In the current version of the attack, any customer connected to the open Wi-Fi network
is a potential target for our proposed attack. However, not every person will be attacked. This
work focuses on attacking one victim, as attacking a set of victims requires running the attack
multiple times, once on each victim. Selecting the victim or setting up the attack can happen in
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either order. If the attacker chooses to attack an individual that happens to be at the location, it is
recommended that the attacker sets up the attack before choosing a random victim. If the attacker
has prior knowledge of a particular victim’s plan to go to a certain location, the attacker can set up
the attack before the victim arrives. Having the attack setup before the victim arrives or before the
victim is chosen increases the chance of the attack’s success.

Figure 4.1: A common Starbucks captive portal with an injected malicious script. Once this page
opens, a download begins in the victim’s smartphone’s background.

4.1.2

Design

The proposed attack in this chapter is designed based on the following three attacks:
• The attacker creates a fake web server that serves a captive portal web page that is similar
to the original Wi-Fi network. The captive portal web page includes a malicious code that
forces the victim to download a large data file from the Internet.
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• Using an Evil Twin Attack, the attacker lures the victim to switch to the fake network. Such
a switch can also happen in an automatic manner especially when the attacker AP is near to
the victim’s location. After the victim connects to the fake network, the attacker can spoof
the victim’s DNS request by sending the malicious captive portal web page whenever the
victim requests an URL.
• To make sure the victim is only downloading data through the cellular network, deauthentication attacks target the victim’s smartphone preventing him or her from connection to any
Wi-Fi network after the captive portal is delivered. Deauthentication is easy to implement
because 802.11 WLAN management wireless frames are sent without any protection [87].

4.1.3

Implementation

A laptop with an off-shelf network interface card is used in our attack proposal. Linux
operating system was used to implement all the attacks illustrated in the design section. First, the
attacker starts an Evil Twin Attack on the victim. We can predict which open Wi-Fi network the
victim is connected to, based on his or her current location. For instance, if the victim is in a coffee
shop, it is likely that the victim is connected to the coffee shop’s public Wi-Fi. The attacker must
connect to the open Wi-Fi network beforehand and capture the captive portal used on the network.
A captive portal can be captured by connecting to the original Wi-Fi network and accessing the
Internet using a free web browser, such as Chrome. The original Wi-Fi network sends the captive
portal web page to the attacker which is downloaded and used to create the malicious captive
portal.
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Figure 4.2: The overlay displayed by the malicious script. The loading bar moves to 100% using
a logarithmic progression designed to keep the victim on the page so that the attacker can perform
the attack.

Not every captive portal that is downloaded will be displayed to the victim exactly the way
it appears on the Wi-Fi. Because of this, the attacker may have to manually adjust the captive
portal’s code in order to make the downloaded captive portal look very similar to the original
captive portal. The closer the downloaded captive portal looks to the original, the better the chance
is that a victim will not notice that the downloaded captive portal is not the original one.
Once a downloaded copy of the captive portal is obtained, the attacker needs to inject
malicious code into the captive portal. The code has been written for this attack, and it can be
injected into most captive portals without altering the integrity of the web page. The code does not
change how a captive portal looks. However, the new malicious captive portal adds functionality
that causes the web page to download data in the background. Functionality is also added that
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causes the web page to display an overlay upon clicking the button on the captive portal that
allows a user to connect to the network.
The overlay is designed to give time for the attacker to conduct the attack while attempting
to keep the victim on the captive portal and not realize that the attack is occurring. Also, the captive
portal is designed to cause the victim to leave the web page open for an extended period of time by
redirecting the victim away from the captive portal, leaving it open and downloading in another tab.
The code has also been designed to bypass most pop-up blockers which are built into smartphone
browsers. An example of a malicious captive portal is shown in Figure 4.1 along with examples of
the overlay shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The captive portal after the loading bar finishes. When the victim clicks on the page,
the victim is redirected to her desired URL, but this page is left open in another tab, downloading
in the background.
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4.2

Results

After the malicious captive portal is implemented, the attacker is ready to start our proposed
attack. The attacker will begin the mobile data consumption attack by initiating an Evil Twin
Attack [17][18] in which the attacker’s laptop Wi-Fi impersonates the original access point that
the victim is connected to. The program Airedump-ng can be used to find information about the
AP the victim is connected to, such as the AP’s MAC address and the AP’s channel. The program
Airemon-ng [88] can be used to mount the attacker’s laptop wireless card into monitor mode to
prepare the card to be used as an AP. The program Airebase-ng [88] can then be used to make the
card work as an AP with the same MAC address and name of the public AP. The attacker should
now have a replica of the public AP running on his or her laptop.
The attacker also needs to start up a DHCP server, DNS proxy, and host the malicious
captive portal on his or her laptop. A DHCP server can be set up using the program ISC-DHCPServer [89]. The server hands out IP addresses to the victim. The network configuration sent by the
DHCP server needs to match the one sent by the legitimate Wi-Fi network exactly. A DNS proxy
is set up by using the DnsChef software [90]. A DNS proxy is needed to resolve URL requests
of the victim to the IP address of the attacker’s captive portal by applying a DNS spoofing attack.
The Apache web server [91] is used to host the captive portal on the attacker’s laptop.
If the victim is already connected to the public Wi-Fi, the attacker can disconnect him or
her by initiating a deauthentication attack. This is done by sending continuous deauthentication
packets. The program Aireplay-ng [88] is used to send out these packets. The packets are sent to
the victim and the AP of the victim. The packets going to the victim are spoofed as the AP and
notify the victim that the AP wants him or her to disconnect from the AP. The packets are also sent
to the AP informing it that the victim is disconnecting from the AP. Thus the victim and the AP
both disconnect from each other. These packets can target a particular individual if the attacker has
the MAC address of the victim, or it can disconnect every individual from the AP.
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Once the victim is disconnected from the AP, he or she would start searching for another
AP from the same WiFi network to connect to. As long as the victim has not previously connected
to any other nearby network, and as long as the attacker’s AP has a stronger signal than the public
AP, the victim will connect to the attacker’s fake AP. The attacker can power up their wireless card
in order to increase the signal strength of their AP to attract the victim. The attacker can also move
closer to the victim in order to increase signal strength. Figure 4.4 illustrates how the attacker
establishes a connection with the victim.

Figure 4.4: A diagram displaying how the attacker establishes connection with the victim.

Once the victim connects to the attacker’s network, the victim will send an URL request to
access a particular website. The attacker DNS proxy would capture the URL request and resolve
the request to the IP address of the attacker’s captive portal. The victim then requests the IP
address which happens to be the malicious captive portal of the attacker. The attacker sends back
the captive portal as a response to the victim’s request. This is a typical MIMA of the wireless
victim.
The victim’s browser loads the captive portal and immediately starts trying to download
data through the attacker. However, the attacker would not have a connection to the internet, and
therefore nothing is yet downloaded by the victim. The victim is expected to click the button on
the captive portal that allows a user to connect to the network.
Once the victim has clicked the the Public Wi-Fi Terms and Conditions accept button, the
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attacker disconnects the victim from the Evil Twin Attack access point. This can be done by simply
turning off Airebase-ng. The victim now has no nearby networks to connect to, as the attacker
begins sending out deauthentication packets as needed to keep the victim from reconnecting to the
public AP. With no nearby network to connect to, the victim will switch by default to the mobile
data network. The mobile network grants Internet access to the victim and the captive portal. The
captive portal now has a connection to download data using the victim’s cell phone data plan. At
this point, our proposed attack is consuming data from the victim as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: A diagram displaying how the attacker begins consuming data from the victim.

A laptop and online security auditing tools are used in implementing our attack. The attack
does not require any modification to a protocol or device firmware. The current implementation of
the attack redirects users to a malicious captive portal by poisoning DNS requests.
The attack was tested using two smartphones running Android 6. Both phones used the
browser Chrome app to open the captive portal. The rate of the mobile data consumption from the
attack varies from one device to another. It also depends on the type of data plan the victim is using.
For example, if the victim is enrolled in a high-speed cellular data plan, he or she will consume
more data than a slow speed data plan. Other variables to the rate of mobile data consumption
include how fast the server pushing data out to the device can do so, and how good of a connection
the device has to its local mobile tower. However, our tests demonstrated that the rate of mobile
data consumption was often high enough to cause a severe amount of data consumption.
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Our attack can run on a victim’s mobile device for an extended time, which will most likely
cause a severe amount of data consumption. The attack exploits a vulnerability in the mobile
networks’ data usage billing system that allows an attacker to cause serious data depletion of
customer data quota. Our tests demonstrate that the proposed attack is feasible when a victim
connects to a free open Wi-Fi network offered by coffee shops, fast food restaurants, and airports.
The attack will keep going as long as the victim does not stop the cellular data connection.
However, the victim may notice that she is not using the Wi-Fi network in two different
ways. First, a pop-up message that says Wi-Fi disconnected may appear at the bottom of the
screen for about a second. Second, an indicator at the top of the screen will show that there is
no Wi-Fi connection and that mobile data is being used. The attack attempts to cover indicators
through social engineering by showing different messages through the malicious captive portal.
Furthermore, our attack can be only implemented when the victim is connected to an open
Wi-Fi network. If the customer is connected to a secure Wi-Fi network that uses WEP/WPA/WPA2,
our attack will fail. The attacker will not be able to start an Evil Twin Attack because he or she does
not have the wireless network encryption key. In addition, the attack may fail when the customer
can detect an Evil Twin Attack [17][18].

4.3

Conclusion

A vulnerability in the mobile networks’ data usage billing system was demonstrated by
using a mobile data consumption attack. The attack works by delivering a malicious captive portal
to the victim, forcing them to connect to their mobile data plan, and causing them to use data via
a download initiated by the captive portal. Our attack would work when the victim connects to a
free open Wi-Fi network that is available in most coffee shops, fast food restaurants, and airports.
Our attack evaluation was based on attacking the victim for short period of time, using
Android mobile OS and Chrome web browser. Further testing is needed to explore the extent of
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the proposed vulnerability. For example, initiating our attack on different mobile OS and various
web browsers.
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CHAPTER 5: PARALLEL ACTIVE DICTIONARY ATTACK ON WPA-II

5.1

Introduction

Wireless protect access II is the state-of-the-art security protocol suite used in WLAN. Unlike open Wi-Fi access discussed in section 3, WPA-II provide secure transmission media between
the wireless clients and the access point. WPA-II use different types of authenticate and encryption
methods to protect wireless clients data. WPA2-PSK, also called WPA2-Personal, was designed to
simplify the implementation of WPA2 in small/network office network. While WPA2-Enterprise
is designed to be implement in lager wireless network which may require network administrator to
add spacial type of servers to authenticate client before accessing the WLAN. In this section, we
present a novel technique to increase the active dictionary attack on both types of WPA-II.

5.2

Parallel Dictionary Attack on WPA2-PSK

WPA-2 PSK provides a simple implementation for the complex design of WPA-2 Enterprise [92]. In this section, we proposed a new attack that targets WPA2-PSK.

5.2.1

Background of WPA2-PSK Protocol

The aim of our techniques is to improve the online dictionary attack speed on WPA2-PSK.
The online attack doesn’t require a legitimate wireless client to be present. In this section we will
explain how a wireless client and a AP generate and exchange the keys used to protect WLANs
using WPA2-PSK suite.

5.2.1.1

Keys Generation
The pass-phrase of WPA2-PSK is pre-installed in both of the AP and the wireless client.

The pass-phrase is a secret information that will be used to derive all the required keys to protect
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WLAN. More than one key will be generated and each one of them is used for different purposes.
In general, there are seven keys involved in the protection of WPA2-PSK networks[93][94].
First, before WPA2-PSK key generation starts, an 802.11 wireless client has to authenticate
and associate to the AP as shown in Figure 5.1[95]. WPA2-PSK four-way handshaking procedure
starts when the wireless client passes the authentication and the association states. The names of
these two states are somewhat misleading since both states do not have any type of security. It is
merely a formality procedure used by wireless clients and an AP to exchange capability information.

Figure 5.1: 802.11 Authentication and Association states.

Second, after the wireless client is authenticated and associated to the AP, WPA2-PSK
four-way handshake start. WPA2-PSK uses a Pre-shared key (PSK) which is derived form the
passphrase that was entered manually to both wireless client and AP. The passphrase length is 8
to 63 characters. Using Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2), passphrase, SSID
and SSID length are to be hashed 4096 times to produce 256 bit Pair Master Key (PMK) as shown
in Figure 5.2. PMK is the same for every pair of SSID and passphrase.
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Figure 5.2: WPA2-PSK key generation.
Third, PMK, the phrase ”Pairwise key expansion”, AP’s MAC address and the wireless
client’s MAC address, a random number generated by the AP (ANonce) and a random number
generated by the wireless client (SNonce) will be fed to Pseudo-random function (PRF) to produce Pair Temporary Key (PTK). The length of the PTK in the WPA2-PSK(AES/CCMP) is 384
bits.[93].
Fourth, PTK will be divided into three keys as shown Figure 5.2 where :
• Key Confirmation Key (KCK 128 bits) which is used to provide data integrity in the four-way
handshaking communication.
• Key Encryption Key (KEK 128 bits) which is used to protect the four-way handshaking
communication.
• Temporal Key (TK 128 bits) is used to protect wireless data.
All the previous keys are used to ensure the integrity and confidentially and used in unicast communication between the AP and the wireless client. On the other hand, the AP will generate a
Group Temporal Key (GTK) and send it to the wireless client. GTK is used by wireless clients
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and AP to send broadcast data to the wireless network. The AP uses KEK to protect GTK while
sending it to the wireless client.

5.2.1.2

Keys Exchange
In WPA2-PSK, the AP starts the four-way handshaking messages exchange by sending

Message 1. Both the AP and the wireless client relays on the four-way handshake communication
to confirm the possession of PSK. Four-way handshake procedure starts after the wireless client
authenticates and associates (Figure 5.1) to the AP. Four-way handshake consists of four messages
as shown in Figure 5.3[59].Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) over LAN (EAPoL) is used
to carry out the four-way handshaking messages between both parties. First, AP sends Message
1 which contains an ANouse using EAPOL. ANouse is a 32 digit random number generated by
the AP. When the wireless client receives Message 1, she will have all the required parameters to
derive PMK from PSK as shown in Figure 5.2. At this point, KCK, KEK, and TPK are generated
on the wireless client side. The wireless client then creates Message 2 which contains SNonce
and the Message Integrity Code (MIC). Where SNonce is also a 32 digit random number which is
generated by the wireless client.
MIC is used to ensure the integrity of Message 2. MIC is calculated on the whole EAPOL
header plus the KCK (MIC(EAPOL, KCK)). When AP receives Message 2, it extracts SNonce and
derives KCK, KEK, and TPK. Furthermore, the AP will calculate Message 2 MIC and compare it
with the MIC received from the wireless client.
Message 3 is sent from AP to the wireless client, and it contains the GTK encrypted using
KEK and MIC. Message 4 will be sent from the wireless client to the AP to confirm a successful
end of the four-way handshaking. When the attacker receives Message 3 from the AP, she can
confirm that the passphrase used in the creation of Message 2 was correct.
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Figure 5.3: WPA2-PSK Four-Way Handshaking.
5.2.2

Active dictionary attack

Active dictionary attack on the passphrase of the WPA2-PSK can be applied since most
APs do not limit the number of trials a wireless client can input using an incorrect passphrase.
In this section, we present two novel techniques to speed up the active dictionary attack. The
following two subsections illustrate the design and the implementation of proposed methods.
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5.2.2.1

Proposed design
WPA2 was designed to provide security to WLAN. WPA2-PSK is designated for small

office/home office networks and to be used without the need of a RADIUS server. The strength of
WPA2-PSK security depends on how complicated the passphrase is. In this section, we introduce
a new proposed design that utilizes two novel techniques to speed up online pass-phrase guessing
speed.
The proposed design is based on applying an active dictionary attack against WPA2-PSK.
The attack aims to recover the passphrase without the need of capturing the four-way handshaking
between a legitimate wireless client and the AP.
Our software tries to automatically guess the passphrase by selecting a passphrase from a
dictionary word list and creating Message 2 of the four-way handshaking. The program then sends
Message 2 to the AP and waits for a reply. If the AP responds with Message 3 then, we have
guessed the correct passphrase. When the AP replies with Message 1 to our Message 2 then, the
passphrase used to create Message 2 was incorrect.
The major hurdle of the active dictionary attack is the passphrase guessing speed. Some
APs will take a certain amount of time to reply to Message 2 of the four-way handshake, especially
when the passphrase used to build Message 2 was wrong. Also, our program on the attacker
machine will take some time to filter responses received from the AP since the attacker will receive
all the Wi-Fi frames transmitted on that channel. Furthermore, transmission propagation will add
more delay time to pass-phrase guessing speed.
To speed up the WPA2-PSK passphrase guessing process, the first novel technique we
present in our active dictionary attack is to let the attacking program initiate multiple virtual wireless clients (VWCs). Each VWC acts as a real client trying to connect to the AP. All these VWCs
are generated from one wireless interface card. A VWC will use a spoofed MAC address when
communicating with the AP.
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Figure 5.4: Our proposed parallel active WPA2-PSK attack design. Where M1, M2 and M3 are the first
three messages of the four-way handshaking. M4 message was omitted since it is only a confirmation frame
from a VWC to the AP to indicate a successful end of the four-way handshaking procedure.
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To further speed up the PSK guessing process, the second novel technique we present in
our active dictionary attack is to enable each VWC to try more than one passphrase for every
wireless session. This method speeds up the attack since the VWC will not have to pass 802.11
authentication and association states every time a new passphrase is to be tested. A single VWC
will keep trying different passphrases until it is de-authenticated from the AP as shown in Figure5.4.

5.2.2.2

Implementation
Our technique was implemented using C language on a Linux machine. Using LORCON2[77]

library, we were able to inject and receive 802.11 wireless frames. LORCON2 is a cross-platform
virtual interface that allows us to send and receive crafted 802.11 frames.
Our main program creates multiple processes were each process acts as a standalone wireless client. Each VWC picks a random spoofed MAC address and start a wireless session to the
AP. The main program keep monitoring the state of each process.
After a VWC passes the authentication and association stages of the 802.11 WLANs, the
VWC begin the four-way handshake to the AP. Using a dictionary word list, the VWC creates
Message 2 and send it to the AP. If the AP responds with Message 3 then the passphrase was
correct otherwise the VWC will try another passphrase from the dictionary word list.
When the AP receives an incorrect passphrase, it will respond with Message 1. The VWC
will disconnect from the AP and start a new wireless session to the AP with a different MAC
address. After that, the VWC can inject another passphrase to the AP.
To further speed up the attack , we noticed that since the AP didn’t send any de-authentication
frames due to the incorrect passphrase in Message 2, we can inject another passphrase using Message 2. This will speed up the attack even more since the VWC doesn’t have to send authentication
and association frames again. The program will keep trying passphrases until the AP sends a deauthentication frame with reason code 02 (previous authentication no longer valid). At this point,
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the VWC will stop the current wireless session and start a new wireless session with a different
MAC address.

5.2.3

Evaluation

We evaluated our proposed technique by initiating the attack on three different wireless
routers. The wireless routers used in the test bed were DLink 601, Cisco Linksys EA3500 and
Xiaomi Router Mini. Each wireless router was restored to its default setting, then we enabled the
WPA2-PSK protection in each router with a certain passphrase. The attacking machine has an
Atheros chipset WLAN card and was installed with Linux based OS. The APs and the attacker’s
WLAN card used 802.11g as wireless communication standard.
During the attack, our prototype program test our two techniques at the same time. For
each AP, the first technique starts by creating multiple VWCs where each one of them try only one
pass-phrase at a time and wait for the response from the AP. After the client sends Message 2 of
the four-way handshaking to the AP, if the AP replied with Message 3 then the passphrase was
correct. However, if the AP replied with Message 1 then the pass-phrase was wrong. The VWC
will be de-authenticated from the AP and change its MAC address and start a new wireless session.
The second technique also create multiple VWCs. However, when one VWC receives
Message 1 as response to Message 2 (guessed passphrase is incorrect), it will not proceed with
de-authentication. Instead, the VWC will pick another passphrase and create Message 2 and send
it to the AP again. The VWC keep sending Message 2 repeatedly until it receives de-authentication
frame from the AP. At this point the VWC will change its MAC address and start a new wireless
session. To measure how many passphrases we can test at the same time using both techniques,
for each trial,the program increases the number of VWCs from 1 to a certain number. During the
test, each AP responded differently to our attack as shown in Figure 5.5.
For the three APs, the attack speed of the traditional online dictionary attack (one wireless
client and single passphrase per wireless session) is shown as the first data point in each graph of
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Figure 5.5. For example, the traditional attack speed for Dlink wireless router, as shown in the first
data point on Figure 5.5b, is 18 passphrases per minute. Increasing the number of VWC increased
the intensity of the active dictionary attack. When each VWC tests more than one passphrase per
wireless session, the attack effectiveness also increased as shown in Figure 5.5-5.6.
When a single VWC tries multiple pass-phrase guessing at the same wireless session
against Dlink wireless router, the attack intensity was on average 18 pass-phrase per minute as
shown in Figure 5.5b-5.6a. In Figure 5.6, the average passphrase guessing speed can be calculated
by dividing the total number of passphrases by 10 minutes. Increasing the number of VWC to 120
gave us the maximum pass-phrase attack guessing for the Dlink wireless router—on average 1833
passphrase per minute as shown in Figure 5.5b-5.6b. The pass-phrase guessing attack speed improvement for the Dlink wireless router at this point is about 100-fold. However, further increasing
the number of VWC more than 120 had negative impact on the pass-phrase guessing attack speed.
As shown in Figure 5.5b-5.6c, when we have more than 120 VWC attacking Dlink wireless router,
the pass-phrase guessing speed drops.
Both Figures 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show that the number of passphrase guessing will drop
when the number of VWCs passes a certain threshold. This is because increasing the number of
VWCs for each AP will increase the traffic on the wireless channel. Delay time and frame loss will
increase when the wireless channel becomes congested up to a certain point that many wireless
sessions will time out. To prove that, Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between attacking Dlink
wireless router with 120 VWC before and after the wireless channel being relatively busy. We
say relatively busy because 802.11g wireless channel during our test may get busy since it is a
shared medium by other wireless clients. However, in Figure 5.7 we applied a continuous wireless
data transmitted from another wireless client during the full length of the attack to simulate a busy
channel. The pass-phrase guessing speed when we have 120 VWC attacking at the same time
dropped from 1833 pass-phrases per minute (Figure 5.5b-5.6b) when the channel is relatively idle
to 247 pass-phrases per minute when the channel is relatively busy.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: Comparison between three different wireless routers against our proposed attack where
(a) Cisco Linksys EA3500, (b) Dlink DIR-601 (c) Xiaomi Router Mini.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Pass-phrases guessing trails per each wireless session against Dlink wireless router
where (a) One VWC, (b) 120 VWC and (c) 220 VWC.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between pass-phrases guessing trails per each wireless session when we have
congested vs uncongested wireless channel using the same number of VWCs (120) againt Dlink wireless
router.

5.2.4

Discussion

In this section, we presented an online active dictionary attack to tackle the current Wi-Fi
home security (WPA2-PSK). Available dictionary attacks are based only on the offline scheme,
and they may not work if an attacker was unable to capture the four-way handshaking frames of a
legitimate client. Furthermore, we proposed two novel techniques to speed up the online dictionary
attack.
Our proposed attack is based on the following assumptions. First, by default, the AP does
not filter the wireless client MAC addresses. Second, WPA2-PSK does not limit the number of
trials a wireless client can take to enter the pass-phrase.
Furthermore, WLAN administrators may install more than one AP to expand the wireless
coverage signal[37]. Since all APs belongs to the same Extended Service Set Identification (ESSID), our attack can be distributed to all APs. In this scenario, the attack speed will further increase
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with the increase in the number of APs in the ESSID.
Our proposed attack has its own limitation. We discuss them below:
First, Our proposed attack will be limited by the wireless channel bandwidth and the response time of the AP. However, nowadays, the new 802.11ac standard provides high bandwidth
wireless channels that can reach up to 1 Gbps [47] compared to 54Mbps for the 802.11g. In addition, more powerful SOHO APs are being developed that have more processing power which will
reduce the response time of the AP.
Second, offline dictionary attack is faster than online dictionary attack since the offline
attack is not limited by AP and the wireless channel bandwidth. However, offline dictionary attack
will fail if the attacker is unable to capture the four-way handshaking between a legitimate wireless
client and the AP. In this scenario, our technique will be a feasible solution to recover the WPA2PSK pass-phrase.

5.3

Parallel Dictionary Attack on WPA2-Enterprise

WPA2-Enterprise is the current security suite used in protecting large WLAN. It provide
more authentication methods than WPA2-PSK. In this section, we will expand our parallel active
dictionary attack on WPA2-PSK to target WPA2-Enterprise.

5.3.1

Background of 802.1x Protocol

IEEE 802.11i standard was developed to overcome the vulnerabilities found in WEP. IEEE
802.1x standard and 4-way handshaking procedure are the main components of IEEE 802.11i
(WPA-II enterprise) standard. IEEE 802.1x standard is mainly used for authenticating the WC, and
the 4-way handshaking procedure is used for exchanging cryptography keys[58]. In this section,
we present a novel technique to attack the authentication part of IEEE 802.11i standard.
When the WC (supplicant) authenticates to the AS (RADIUS), the communication will
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pass through the AP (authenticator) as shown in Figure 5.8. IEEE 802.1x standard uses port access
entry (PAE) on the AP to allow the WC to send/receive frames to the AS. During the authentication
phase, all data traffic from the WC will be forwarded only to the AS. After the WC finishes the
authentication phase successfully, she switches from the controlled port to the uncontrolled port in
which they can access services offered by the wired network.

Figure 5.8: 802.11i port access entry authentication.

One of the most popular authentication methods used by RADIUS is EAP-MD5. Since
EAP-MD5 is based only on Message Digest 5 hashing function, it is considered fast and straightforward to implement [70] [96]. EAP-MD5 authentication starts after the WC finishes 802.11
authentication and association states with the AP as shown in Figure 5.9. The names of 802.11
authentications and associations are somewhat misleading since both communications don’t have
any security. It is merely a formality procedure used by WCs and an AP to exchange capability
information.
EAP-MD5 begins when the AP sends EAP-Request (Identity) frame to the WC. Also, the
WC can ask for EAP-Request (Identity) frame by sending EAPoL Start frame. At this point, the
WC sends his/her username to the AP. The username is passed to the AS server using RADIUS
protocol. The AS generates a random challenge string and an ID, which represents a small number,
and sends it to the AP. After receiving the random challenge and the ID from the AP, the WC hashes
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(ID + Password + MD5 Challenge) using MD5 hashing function and sends it to the AP. The AS
successfully accepts the access request when the password used in the hashing function matches
the one stored in the AS; otherwise, the AS rejects the access request. Also, the WC can send
EAPoL Logout frame to de-authenticate from the AP.
Although EAP-MD5 is attractive and simple, it is considered vulnerable to be used in the
WLAN for many reasons [70][96]. For example, the attacker can apply replay attack by capturing
the hash message from the WC and send it to the AP. Furthermore, the attacker can sniff the hashed
message and use an offline dictionary attack. The WC can reject EAP-MD5 authentication method
by responding to the MD5 challenge by Nak frame [17].
Table 5.1: Comparison between common EAP authentication methods

EAP Authentication Method

Property
MD5

TLS

TTLS

PEAP

Authentication attributes

Unilateral

Mutual

Mutual

Mutual

Deployment difficulties

Easy

Hard

Moderate

Moderate

Dynamic re-keying

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Requires server certificate

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Requires client certificate

No

Yes

No

No

Tunnelled

No

No

Yes

Yes

WPA compatible

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

WLAN security

Poor

Strongest

Strong

Strong

The EAP-(TLS and TTLS) and PEAP provide better protection when compared to the
EPA-MD5 in the WLAN. The EAP-TLS is considered the most secure method in WLAN [27][70].
Both, the WC and the AS, should have their digital certificate. EAP-TLS perform authentication
by exchanging the digit certificate of the WC and the AS. The complexity added by requiring the
WC to have a digital certificate makes EAP-TTLS and PEAP a better alternative.
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Figure 5.9: EAP-MD5 authentication method.
EAP-TTLS and PEAP are the most common authentication methods in 802.11i [27]. They
both use two phases of authentication. The first authentication phase provides a secure channel so
that the WC can pass her credentials using the second authentication phase. The first authentication
phase also can be referred to as the outer authentication, and the second authentication phase is
called the inner authentication. The inner authentication can use a less secure EAP authentication
method, such as EAP-MD5 since the outer phase protects it. Table 5.1 compares between the
different types of EAP authentication methods [70].
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5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Active Dictionary Attack Design

Design
Most EAP authentication methods require each WC to provide her username and password

to be allowed to access the WLAN. The username is used to locate the WC account and the password to authenticate her. To obtain both the username and password, our active dictionary attack
was divided into two main steps.
The first step of our attack procedure is to capture the WC username. This goal accomplished by monitoring the authentication communication between a legitimate WC (LWC) and the
LAP. The LWC is required to send her Identity when she receives EAP-Request (Identity) from
the AP at the beginning of the EAPoL protocol, as shown in Figure 5.9. To simplify the implementation/management of the WLAN, most network administrators use the LWC username as her
Identity [97]. Also, most EAP authentication methods send LWC Identity in a plain text [70].
After capturing the LWC username, we start the second step of our proposed procedure by
initiating parallel active dictionary attack on the AS. Using only one wireless interface card, we
created multiple VWCs. Each VWC communicates with the AS as a standalone WC and starts a
dictionary attack on the password of the captured LWC username.
To speed up the attack speed, VWCs use the least time-consuming EAP authentication
method such as EAP-MD5 when communicating with the AS. EAP-MD5 is considered to be faster
compared to both EAP-TTLS and PEAP because it interacts less with the AS. A VWC can reject
other EAP authentication methods offered by the AS by sending a NAK frame at the beginning of
the authentication process. This will enforce the AS to use EAP-MD5 for the communication.
By using the fastest available EAP authentication method, each VWC starts authenticating
to the AS using different passwords. When a VWC fails to authenticate using the selected password, it changes the MAC address and starts a new EAP authentication session. The attack stopped
when one of the VWCs authenticated successfully to the AS as shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Our proposed parallel active dictionary attack using one wireless interface card (WIC)
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5.3.2.2

Implementation
Our proposed parallel active dictionary attack is implemented using C language. We used

Loss Of Radio CONnectivity (LORCON) 2 library to create multiple VWCs. LORCON 2 is an
open source library used to inject/receive 802.11 wireless frames [77]. Each VWC emulates a
single WC with a unique MAC address. All VWCs send/receive frames using only one wireless
interface card (WIC) at the same time.

5.3.3

Evaluation

We set up a WLAN testbed to evaluate our proposed parallel active dictionary attack. The
testbed consisted of an AP and an AS. Three different types of wireless routers (WR) (ASUS-RTAC68U, Dlink-DIR890L, and Linksys WRT54) were used in the evaluation as an APs. Furthermore, we implemented the AS by installing on a server the current version of FreeRADIUS server,
which is the most popular open source RADIUS server [43][44].
The AP was configured to use WPA-II enterprise as the WLAN security protocol. The
AS used RADIUS protocol on port 1812 to communicate with the AP. For the RADIUS server
configuration, we added the AP as a client and the LWC as a user, which is the typical FreeRADIUS
set up [44]. All other settings in both the AP and the RADIUS server set to default.
On the attacker side, our proposed parallel active dictionary attack code was installed on
Linux based OS. The attacker used Penguin Wireless N Dual-Band USB Adapter as the WIC. We
used Wireshark to monitor the traffic between the LWC, VWCs, the AP, and the AS.
The first step of our proposed attack is to capture the username of the LWC. From the LWC
PC, we connected to the testbed WLAN using the most common EAP authentication methods
(TTLS and PEAP). Our proposed attack program successfully captured the LWC username each
time the LWC sent her Identity to the AP. We observed that the AS requested the LWC to use
EAP-MD5 as the initial EAP authentication method. However, the LWC rejected using EAP-MD5
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by sending a NAK frame and accepted one of the two other authentication methods (TTLS/PEAP).
The second step of our proposed attack started after capturing the LWC username. First,
our proposed attack code created many VWCs that connected to the testbed AP and started EAPoL.
The attack code used the LWC username in all Identity response frames when communicating with
the AP. Unlike the LWC, the proposed attack code accepted EAP-MD5 authentication method requested by the AS. EAP-MD5 is simple to implement and requires less time to finish the authentication process compared to both PEAP and EAP-TTLS.
To illustrate the increase in the dictionary attack speed using our proposed technique, we
started authenticating to the AS using only one VWC. This resembles the traditional single WC
active dictionary attack. Then, we increased the number of VWCs connecting to the AP until the
password guessing rate started to drop. Each AP tested for a total time of one hour and a half. We
repeated the previous procedure for the three different types of APs used in the testbed, and the
results shown in Figure 5.11.
The increase in the intensity of guessing trials for the three different APs reached its maximum when there was a certain number of VWCs authenticating at the same time. That number was
different from one AP to another. For example, the rate of guessing trials in ASUS-RT-AC68U, AP
when we had only one WC was 65 passwords per minute. The password guessing rate increased to
1176 passwords per minute when we had 40 VWCs. Such an increase in the intensity of guessing
speed is equal to 1700% as shown in Figure 5.11b. However, increasing the number of VWCs
beyond that point (40 VWCs) will reduce the password guessing speed.
Increasing the number of VWCs will increase the number of concurrent wireless sessions
to the AP. Consequently, wireless sessions started to timeout, then dropped after exceeding a certain number of active VWCs. The ratio between the number of successful wireless sessions (i.e.,
password guessing trials) to the total number of all wireless sessions (WS) was calculated and represented in Figure 5.12. Almost all wireless sessions were successful when we had fewer VWCs.
The ratio started to drop when we further increased the number of VWCs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.11: Comparison between three different APs against our proposed attack where (a) DlinkDIR890L, (b) ASUS-RT-AC68U (c) Linksys WRT54. The traditional active dictionary attack
intensity is represented by the first data point on each figure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.12: The ratio between the number of successful password guessing trials to the total
number of all wireless sessions (WS) for (a) Dlink-DIR890L, (b) ASUS-RT-AC68U (c) Linksys
WRT54.
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5.3.4

Discussion

In this section, we presented a new technique to increase the intensity of the active dictionary attack on WPA-II enterprise in WLAN. The attacker can improve the password trial guessing
speed by creating multiple virtual wireless clients authenticating to the AS at the same time. Such
an improvement can reach up to 1700% increase in the guessing trials.
In WPA-II enterprise, obtaining the PMK from the 4-way handshaking is unpractical. The
PMK is a random 256-bit key in length that changes every time the WC connects to the WLAN.
Furthermore, retrieving the PMK will not compromise the WC password. On the another hand,
our proposed technique reveals the actual password of the LWC.
The proposed technique may fail if the username not captured in the first step of the attack.
The network administrator can hide the username of the LWC by using Network Access Identifier
(NAI) [97] in the outer authentication phase and use the actual LWC in the inner authentication
phase. However, this requires a more complicated WLAN network implementation and can be
only used with tunneled EAP authentication methods such EAP-TTLS and PEAP.
The network administrator may use locking mechanism to prevent brute force attack. However, no locking feature activated on FreeRadius server. By default, Radius server only delayed
responding to VMCs requests to slow down the brute force attack. Our proposed attack downgrades the impact of such a protection feature. Each time a VWC is waiting for a response from
the AS, another VWC can be created to test a different password.
Our proposal attack intensity can be affected by the AP type, the wireless medium and the
attacker/AS station performance. To have better results, an attacker can use a high-performance
workstation and start the attack to the least congested AP. Also, an attacker can initiate a distributed
attack using our proposed technique to all nearby APs that use the WIFI channel.
Finally, the proposed attack can authenticate each VWC to the AS using different EAP
authentication methods including PEAP and EAP-TTLS. However, the EAP-MD5 authentication
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method used in our testbed because of its fast speed and simplicity. Also, EAP-MD5 was the initial
authentication method offered by the AS.
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CHAPTER 6: CIRCUMVENTING WIRELESS TRAFFIC SHAPING

6.1

Introduction

Accessing the Internet through Wi-Fi networks offers an inexpensive alternative for offloading data from mobile broadband connections. Businesses such as fast food restaurants, coffee
shops, hotels, and airports, provide complimentary Internet access to their customers through Wi-Fi
networks. Clients can connect to the Wi-Fi hotspot using different wireless devices. However, network administrators may apply traffic shaping to control the wireless client’s upload and download
data rates. Such limitation is used to avoid overloading the hotspot, thus providing fair bandwidth
allocation. Also, it allows for the collection of money from the client to have access to a faster
Internet service. In this chapter, we present a new technique to avoid bandwidth limitation imposed by Wi-Fi hotspots. The proposed method creates multiple virtual wireless clients using only
one physical wireless interface card. Each virtual wireless client emulates a standalone wireless
device. The combination of the individual bandwidth of each virtual wireless client results in an
increase of the total bandwidth gained by the attacker.

6.2

Assumption

Our proposed attack targets Wi-Fi hotspots that imposed a bandwidth limitation on their
wireless clients. Wireless network administrators avoid network overload by assigning a dedicated
bandwidth to each wireless client. Based on the complexity of the wireless network design, a
network administrator may use IP and MAC addresses to identify wireless clients. This type of
bandwidth limitation is common in public Wi-Fi hotspots such as fast food restaurant, coffee shops,
hotels, and airports.
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6.2.1

Attack scenarios

The attacker can use the VWCs technique to pass the Wi-Fi hotspot traffic shaping in many
scenarios. For example, whenever an application wants to access the Internet, a VWC is created
and assigned to that application. In a web browser, each opened tab can be assigned to a separate
VWC. However, some VWCs may still suffer from bandwidth limitation when they exceed the
bandwidth allocated to them. For example, when an open browser tab requests to download a file,
the VWC assigned to that browser tab cannot exceed the bandwidth limitation allocated to it.
Another scenario is when multiple VWCs work together to download a single file from
the Internet. Each VWC starts downloading the single file from a different starting byte location.
Some file servers allow clients to request a file from a specific byte number [32]. In this case, the
VWCs will start downloading the file simultaneously from different locations. The parts received
by the VWCs will be combined at the client’s device. However, this scenario may not work when
the server does not support byte-serving technique.
Finally, an attacker can set up a special server on the Internet to overcome the limitations
in the previous scenarios. The attacker communicates directly with the special server while the
special server retrieves the online resources ( such as a file) from other servers on the Internet. The
special server can obtain online resources faster than the VWCs, because the Internet connection
speed between the special server and other servers, is not restricted by the bandwidth limitation
such as the one between the attacker and the special server. After that, the special server can divide
the online resource into multiple parts and send them to the attacker’s VWCs.
In this chapter, we focused on avoiding the traffic shaping technique used by the hotspot
when a client downloads a specific file on the Internet.
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Figure 6.1: Proposed attack design on Wi-Fi hotspot traffic shaping using Virtual Wireless Clients.
6.2.2

Design

The proposed attack is based on the Virtual Wireless Clients technique. Using only one
wireless network interface card, the attacker creates multiple Virtual Wireless Clients that each
will have a unique IP and MAC address. All VWCs connect simultaneously to the Wi-Fi hotspot
to access the Internet and start downloading the file as shown in figure 6.1.
First, the attacker connects to the Wi-Fi hotspot and test the bandwidth assigned to her
by the wireless network administrator. The attacker can calculate the bandwidth limitation by
measuring the time needed to download a small file from the Internet. After that, the attacker gets
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the size of the actual file that will be download using the VWCs.
Table 6.1: Software used in our testbed evaluation. Software were installed on Linux O.S except
IDM which was installed on Windows O.S.

Protocol

Transfer Software

File Server

Port

TFTP

tftp

Xinetd

69

FTP

ftp

VsFTPd

20,21

HTTP

IDM

Apache2

80

HTTP

VWC (Proposed)

Apache2

80

The maximum number of VWCs that will be used to download the file is based on the file
size and the bandwidth allocation as shown in equation 6.1.

N umberof V W Cs =

F ileSize
AllocatedBandwidth

(6.1)

Since the hotspot may limit the number of wireless clients to connect to it, our proposed attack
keeps testing if the newly created VWC is able to reach the Internet.
After the attacker finishes creating the VWCs, each VWC starts requesting different parts
of the file using a byte serving technique [32]. Since the number of the created VWC may be less
than the number from equation 6.1, each VWC request part size equals to equation 6.2.

RequestingP artSize(x) =

F ileSize
T otalV W Cs

After the VWCs finishes downloading all file parts, the software combines them into one.
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(6.2)

Figure 6.2: Proposed attack testbed set up. The attacker and the client used Laptops with TPENUSBDB wireless network interface card to connect to the wireless network. Dlink DIR-890L
was used as a hotspot and bandwidth controller. We used a Linux based workstation to create the
File Server.
6.2.3

Implementation

We have developed a software written in C language with the help of Loss Of Radio CONnectivity (LORCON2) library [77]. LORCON2 is an open source library used to allow the wireless
client to inject crafted wireless frames and at the same time capture wireless traffic on the operating
wireless channel.
First, the software authenticates and associates to the AP. After that, using DHCP protocol,
the software obtains the network configuration from the DHCP server. Finally, using DNS and
HTTP protocol, the software access the Internet. The developed software repeats the previous
procedure for each created virtual wireless client.

6.3

Evaluation

Our proposed attack on the Wi-Fi hotspot bandwidth controller was evaluated in a real-life
testbed set up shown in figure 6.2. The testbed set up consisted of three main parts, wireless clients,
wireless network administration and file server.
The wireless client’s side contains two laptops: one represents a regular wireless client, and
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the other one resembles an attacker. We installed our proposed software on the attacker’s laptop,
while on the other laptop, we installed a different file transfer software such IDM. Both laptops
connect to the wireless network side and start downloading files from the file server side. In this
way, we can compare our downloading software speed with others. Table 6.1 illustrates software
used in our evaluation.
On the wireless network administration side, we used D-Link DIR-890L with DD-WRT
firmware to create the Wi-Fi hotspot. The hotspot assigned a specific download and upload speed
to each wireless client using Quality Of Service (QoS) option. QoS use different packet scheduler
algorithms such as Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) [98]. Any Wireless client that connects to the
hotspot will be allocated 10 Kbytes data rate limit for upload and another 10 Kbyte for download.
This uplink and downlink speed can be set to any arbitrary number, however, having a higher
bandwidth limitation in our evaluation might produce inconsistent results since other factors such
as channel congestion may affect the download/upload speed which is not part of the bandwidth
limitation policies.
On the Server side, we created a standard file server. We installed TFTP, FTP and HTTP
services on a Linux-based workstation. These services are standard file transfer protocols used to
transfer data on the Internet [99]. The server response to TFTP on UDP port 69, FTP on TCP port
20 and 21 and HTTP on TCP port 80. The file server held different file size to be downloaded from
the laptops at the wireless client side. All the traffic from the wireless client side to the file server
side pass through the wireless network.
Our proposed attack took advantage of the byte serving technique used in HTTP/1.1 protocol. The wireless client can request a specific part of a file to be downloaded. If the requested
range is valid, the server starts sending the file. Each virtual wireless client starts downloading
different portions of the file simultaneously.
We tested the time needed for the regular wireless client and the attacker to download
different files from the file server using TFTP, FTP, and HTTP. Each test was carried separately.
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We used the default TFTP client software in Linux O.S on the wireless client laptop while Xinetd
software was used on the server side. VsFTPd was used on the server side to provide FTP protocol
service, while the default Linux FTP software was used on the wireless client laptop. IDM software
was used on the wireless client laptop to download the files using HTTP protocol while Apache
server was used on the file server side. Finally, our proposed VWC software was installed on the
attacker laptop and utilized to download files from the Apache server on the file server. Table 6.1
illustrates the client/server software used in our testbed evaluation.
Download Time ( Seconds)

1000

TFTP
168

FTP
100

IDM

42 46

VWC
10

7

11

275 255

225 211

182 167

134 127

91 85

85

478

404

335

236

9

18

15

12

10

8

8

7

1

10

50

100

150
File Size ( Kbyte )

200

250

300

Figure 6.3: The time needed to download different files from the file server using the software in
Table 6.1. Y-axis is log-10 scale.

The files on the server side were 10 to 300 Kbytes in size with 50 Kbytes increment. The
link speed between the file server and the Wi-Fi hotspot was 100 Mbytes/second. However, the
download and the upload speed between the wireless client side and the wireless network administration side was set to 10 Kbits/second. We started downloading each file using the software shown
in Table 6.1.
Using our VWC technique, we set the number of virtual wireless clients based on equation
6.1. For example, for 10 Kbytes file size, we only created one VWC. Since the bandwidth limit was
set to 10 Kbit/second, the time needed to download the file was 7.5 seconds. All other methods used
to download the 10 Kbytes file size on the regular wireless client were able to finish in about 10 to
7 seconds. This is because the actual file size is 80 Kbits which need 80 Kbits / 10 Kbit/seconds =
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8 seconds to finish downloading.
We further increased the file size to 50 Kbytes. Since the file size is 50 Kbytes, our proposed
technique created 5 VWC based on equation 6.1. In our proposed method, the time needed to
download the 50 Kbytes was similar to the time needed to download the 10 Kbytes file. On the
other hand, the methods used by the regular wireless client to download the 50 Kbytes file size
increased by five folds to the time needed to download the 10 Kbytes file. Figure 6.3 illustrates
the measured time to finish downloading different file sizes on both the attacker and the regular
wireless client laptop.
However, during the increase of the number of VWCs, we noticed that the attacker started
to receive a constant data rate from the Wi-Fi hotspot. When the number of VWCs were more
than 20, the wireless connection to the hotspots started to timeout and drop as shown in figure 6.4.
By using our software, the attacker was able to gain almost 16 folds bandwidth increase, while all
other transfer methods had a constant download speed.
Data Rate ( Kbyte / Seciond )

(d)
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8
4
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1.1 1.2 0.6

1.1 1.2 0.6

1.1 1.2 0.6

0
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150
File Size ( Kbyte )
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between download data rate for each software ( Table 6.1 ) used in our
testbed evaluation.

6.4

Discussion

In this chapter, we illustrated a practical attack on the traffic shaping protection used in
public Wi-Fi network. We tested our attack effectiveness by comparing it with different file transfer
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methods. By using VWCs technique, an attacker can bypass bandwidth limitation imposed by
network administrators. The attacker creates multiple virtual wireless clients and connects them
simultaneously to the Wi-Fi hotspot. The VWCs technique increased the wireless link speed up to
16 folds. However, the following limitation may affect the performance of such an attack.
First, our proposed attack is based on downloading files from servers that support a byteserving technique, which is available in the HTTP/1.1 standard. Our attack will not work when the
file server is using FTP or TFPT since both protocols do not support such a feature. In this case,
the attacker can implement a proxy server on the Internet. When the attacker requests a resource
from the Internet, the request will be sent to the proxy server. Since the connection speed between
the proxy server and the Internet resource is fast, the proxy server acquires the resource, divides
it and sends it to the attacker’s VWCs. On the attacker’s end, all the parts of the resource will be
combined. In this case, the attacker can download files even when the file server does not support
a byte serving technique.
Second, the wireless network administrator that provides credentials to their wireless clients
may impose bandwidth limitations using the wireless client’s username and password instead of
using the IP and MAC address of the wireless client. In this case, our proposed attack will not
work. However, this requires the network administrator to set up a more complex wireless network
infrastructure and assign and give each wireless client a unique username and password.
Finally, increasing the number of VWCs will increase the traffic on the wireless channel
that can affect the download/upload speed. Also, certain APs limit the number of the wireless
clients that can connect to it simultaneously.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Securing WLAN is a challenging task. In this dissertation, we investigated the current
WLAN vulnerabilities and their solutions by targeting both sides of the wireless network, the
wireless client, and network administrator. We also took into consideration both types of WLANs,
open and secure. We presented different attacks and solution to improve the security of Wi-Fi
networks.
First, a novel ETA detection technique was proposed to detect ETA using different gateways. The proposed method is a lightweight client-side approach. The detection method was
prototyped and evaluated in real-world scenarios. The procedure detection time is short, and its
variance does not affect the detection efficiency.
Second, we presented a real-time client-side ETA detection of ETA using single ISP gateway. In our ETA detection, the wireless client can scan the whole 11 Wi-Fi channels of 802.11 b/g
network for ETA in approximately half a minute. No training data and/or network fingerprint used
in the detection. Our proposed detection efficiency was mathematical modeled and implemented
in real life scenario with a detection rate of ≈ 100%.
Third, based on the previous ETA detection techniques, a comprehensive real-time clientside ETA detection was proposed. Both, ETA using different and single ISP gateways can be
detected in parallel using virtual wireless clients technique. Having both detections running simultaneously prevented attacker maneuvers and reduced the other all detection time.
Fourth, a vulnerability in the mobile networks’ data usage billing system was demonstrated
by using a mobile data consumption attack. The attack works by delivering a malicious captive
portal to the victim, forcing them to connect to their mobile data plan, and causing them to use data
via a download initiated by the captive portal. Our attack would work when the victim connects to
a free open Wi-Fi network that is available in most coffee shops, fast food restaurants, and airports.
Fifth, we introduced an active WPA2-PSK dictionary attack that can be utilized to recover
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passphrase when the attacker is unable to capture the four-way handshaking frames between the AP
and an authorized user. The speed of the active WPA2-PSK dictionary guessing attack improved
by implementing two novel techniques. First, the attacker created multiple virtual wireless clients
(VWCs) using a single WLAN interface card. Each VWC emulated a standalone wireless client
to the AP. All the VWCs started guessing the passphrase of the WPA2-PSK in a parallel manner.
Second, as long as the wireless session is active, a VWC kept guessing the passphrase until a deauthentication frame is received from the AP. Our proposed attack was implemented and evaluated
using different types of off-the-shelf wireless APs. Our results showed that the two proposed
techniques might improve the attack speed up to 100-fold compared to the traditional single client
active dictionary attack.
Sixth, we used the same technique to increase the dictionary attack intensity on WPA-II
enterprise in WLAN. Such an attack is significant when other attacks, such as MITM, are not
feasible. The attack uses only one WIC to create multiple VWCs. Each VWC authenticates to the
AS as a standalone WC. Our proposed technique implemented and evaluated using different offthe-shelf APs. The most popular RADIUS server (FreeRadius) was used as an AS in the testbed
set up. The final results showed an improvement of 1700% in the intensity of the active dictionary
attack by using VWC technique, compared to the traditional one wireless client.
Finally, network administrators may impose traffic shaping techniques to protect their wireless network from being overloaded and offer fair bandwidth allocation. Also, they may require the
client to pay in order to increase their Internet network connection speed. However, using a VWC
technique, an attacker can bypass such a limitation by creating multiple virtual wireless clients
using only one physical wireless interface card. Each VWC connects to the wireless network as a
standalone wireless client and reserve a separate bandwidth. The total bandwidth that is being used
by the attacker, in this case, equals to the summation of all the VWCs bandwidths. Our proposed
technique was implemented and evaluated using off the shelf devices. The result shows that the
attacker can speed the Internet connection up to 16 folds compared to other file transfer methods.
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7.1

Future work

In our proposals, it is important for the WC to be able to monitor wireless traffic (WiFi
in promiscuous mode). Such a condition depends on the WC OS, wireless interface card driver,
and chipset. In our experiments, we used Linux OS and LORCON2 driver with Atheros based
WiFi USB interface card. As future work, our proposed system can be ported to mobile O.S,
e.g., Android, or on a Windows system using different wireless interface card drivers and chipsets.
For example, Windows O.S users can use Winpcap driver with supported interface cards [100].
Android O.S users can use PCAP library [101] on RTL8187 chipset based wireless interface card.
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